
The railways and the business world have  
always had a symbiotic relationship. A strong  
rail system is the backbone of any economy  

where reliability is essential. 
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Dear Readers, 

Our current issue focuses on showing you what makes 
us the backbone of the economy. Take our single 
wagonload network, for example. There is nothing 
like it anywhere else in Europe, and it enables busi-
nesses such as chemicals company solvadis to use the 
railway even for small loads. The firm has been our 
customer for many years, and we have now installed 
a private siding at its plant. Everything is going so 
well that solvadis plans to start running block trains 
with us in the near future. The long-established  
company also uses many of our other services, and 
you can read the details for yourself. 
 
We also want to show you just how good we are at 
combining modes of transport, for example at the 
MegaHub in Lehrte. The facility is setting new stan-
dards in combined transport – one of its innovations 
is the use of battery-powered, driverless transport 
vehicles to move containers. 
 
I hope you enjoy reading our magazine.

 
Yours sincerely,  
 

Pierre Timmermans 
Board Member for Sales, DB Cargo AG
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_ Displaying a 
striking backbone 
motif, the Vectron 
multisystem 
locomotive is busy 
travelling the  
length and breadth 
of Europe.
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WEBSITE

Looking good
Our website helps you quickly find the 
information or services you’re looking 
for. Perhaps you’re an existing custo
mer or you’re considering becoming 
one. Or maybe you’d like to join our 
team, or you’re simply interested in 
what we do. Whatever the case may be, 
our website provides you with all the 
information you need in an organized, 
easily digestible format. It’s now easier 
than ever to contact our experts, who 
can help you switch your freight to eco
friendly rail transport. •

Click here for  
our website

Wherever you are, 
we’re there too

LINKEDIN

Business as usual
Wherever you are, we’re there too. And if 
you’re looking for information about us, 
we have it for you. Visit our LinkedIn pro
file to read the latest DB Cargo news and 
learn more about all the different areas we 
touch on in our work. From our profile, 
you can also connect to many different 
people who work at or are affiliated with 
DB Cargo and the DB Group. •

NEWSLETTER

Get news faster
Stay up to date with what we’re doing. 
Our free newsletter provides subscrib
ers with regular news about our prod
ucts, services and customers. It also 
covers the latest developments at the 
DB Group and features interesting 
articles about business, politics and 
scientific research. •

Register here

Follow  
us on 
LinkedIn

INSIDE 03 / 20
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TWITTER

In 280 characters
We get things moving by sharing the latest news 
with you about DB Cargo, the railways, logistics and 
rail freight transport in 280 characters or fewer •

Follow us  
on Twitter

FACEBOOK

Just in timeline
We’re now on Facebook too. Here you can 
find out about all the latest news in 
freight transport. •

Follow us  
on Facebook

APP

On the go
Stay uptodate with the digital edition of 
our customer magazine, which you can 
download through our new app available 
for free in the Apple and Google Play app 
stores. To find the app, open the app 
store on your phone and search for 
DB Cargo.•
Direct link to app

INSTAGRAM

The red feed
Our freight trains are now here to paint 
your Instagram feed red. •

Follow us  
on Instagram

AndroidiOS

INSIDE03 / 20
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Hauling containers  
to Russia for VW
This past summer, DB Cargo Logistics transported the 500,000th 
container for Volkswagen, Skoda and Audi between Europe and  
Russia. Most of the transports currently start at Wolfsburg station in 
Germany and Mlada Boleslav in the Czech Republic. From there, they 
head to the Russian Volkswagen plants in Kaluga and Nizhny Novgorod. 
For 13 years, freight wagons have plied the route stretching over 
2,000 km, crossing through four countries with different customs laws 
and time zones. A journey of this length presents various challenges 
for DB Cargo Logistics. At the Brest border station in Belarus, which 
marks the start of Russian broad-gauge track, the containers must 
change wagons. The company overcomes language barriers, too, such 
as handling Cyrillic script. Michael Gaschütz is the key account man-
ager for Volkswagen at DB Cargo Logistics. “This is truly a remarkable 
feat and a showcase of a project,” he says. “We’d like to thank our 
customers in particular and our partners for their great, constructive 
cooperation.” •

BI-MODE LOCOMOTIVES

8 million litres of diesel to be 
saved annually
Less diesel, less CO2, even greener: DB Cargo is procuring new 
bi-mode locomotives for its mainline and shunting fleets. These loco-
motives can run on electric or diesel power. The master agreement 
encompasses up to 400 vehicles, which represents an investment of 
well over EUR 1 billion. Today, diesel locomotives are still being used 
in single wagonload transport in order to haul freight wagons to 
customers’ private sidings. That’s because, while main lines might be 
electrified, the last mile must be traversed with an internal combus-
tion engine. Bi-mode locomotives can run on diesel in non-electrified 
private sidings and switch to electric power on routes with overhead 
lines. This flexibility reduces diesel consumption and CO2 emissions. 
Using the new locomotives, DB will reduce its fuel consumption by 
some 8 million litres a year while also generating 17,000 fewer tonnes 
of CO2. DB Cargo’s goal is to retrofit around 70% of its diesel locomo-
tives with innovative drive systems by 2030. •
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_ Since 2007,  
Volkswagen AG has 
operated its own 
manufacturing 
plants in Russia.

_ 90-tonne hybrid 
on the rails: the 
Vectron Dual Mode.
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“I AM”  LOCOMOTIVES

New DB Cargo locomotives
As the backbone of the economy, DB Cargo’s employees are European, uniquely 
different and true climate heroes. We’re putting these traits on display with our 
locomotives, which is why some of them no longer sport their usual red livery. 
We’ve grown quite a bit more colourful over the last few months with designs  
representing our core messages. The newest addition to our series graces the 
cover and the Focus route in the current edition: our new backbone loco. We’ve 
taken this opportunity to show off the locomotives while they criss-cross Europe 
and spread the word about our most cherished values. •

DB Cargo

I am

DB Cargo

of the economy.backboneI am the

Designed by Kjpargeter / Freepik

I am the backbone

I am a climate hero

I am Einziganders

I am European

We are the backbone of the economy – rail freight 
transport has demonstrated this particularly  
well in the coronavirus crisis. All across Europe, 
DB Cargo has kept supply lines open and trans-
port flows moving.

We are climate heroes because rail freight trans-
port generates roughly 80% less CO2 emissions 
compared with lorries and is the most eco-
friendly mode of transport. Our locomotives 
have earned this title.

Spread across 17 different countries, we are 
30,000 strong. Diversity is one of DB Cargo’s 
greatest strengths and most important values. 
When we say uniquely different, we honour our 
openness, diversity and tolerance.

We are Europe, and our locomotives travel the 
length and breadth of the continent. This is 
especially true of our class 193s. Since they  
transcend borders like no other locomotive, 193s 
make ideal European ambassadors. 

This way to view 
our locos online:

03 / 20
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Backbone  of 
 the ec onomy

Businesses and railways have always  
had a symbiotic relationship. After all,  
a strong rail system is the backbone of 
the economy. During times of crisis, it 
be comes particularly clear that the rail 
network can and must be more than  
just a back-up option for companies and 
supply chains which depend on reliable 
transport.

FOCUS 03 / 20
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Backbone  of 
 the ec onomy

_ Our tried and 
true locomotives 
keep on running 
because rail freight 
is the backbone of 
the entire economy. 

FOCUS03 / 20
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O ur mandate is clear. 
We must transport 
ever larger volumes 
of freight while 
im proving our 
ca pacity to effecti
vely protect the 

environment. Only one form of trans
port can meet both these needs – our 
railways. DB Cargo already dispatches 
thousands of trains every day, with 
60% of them bound for international 
destinations. 

The rail network has enormous 
potential. It extends to every corner of 
the map, and private sidings, railports 
and combined transport services make 
it easier than ever for companies to 
access this system. During the lock
down, more than 3,000 of our business 
partners knew they could rely on 
DB Cargo’s nationwide and crossborder 
connections, which ensured that 
essentials – such as pasta from Italy – 
kept on rolling even at the height of 
the crisis.

There are challenges ahead, of 
course. We have so much more to do to 
ensure we can achieve our climate tar
gets. Even so, every kilometre of rail 
travel generates 80% fewer emissions 
compared with a kilometre of road 
travel because our trains largely make 
use of renewable power on all electri
fied lines. Rail transport already 
results in 4.5 million fewer tonnes of 
CO2 generated every year. Neverthe
less, DB Cargo needs to continue 
expanding its infrastructure while 
pressing ahead with digitalisation and 
creating many new interface points 
with other forms of transport. In addi
tion, the company must leverage its 
wide range of services to attract even 
more new customers.

Services which grow with our  
customers

Despite the wideranging portfolio  
of products and services DB Cargo 
already has, there isn’t just one single 
solution to suit everyone. Different 
customers may require different 
approaches, and we can meet their 
needs by creatively deploying our  
broad spectrum of solutions – from  
single wagonloads and block trains to  
private sidings and railports, not to 
mention port hinterland services and 
connections running on Europe’s 
mighty eastwest rail lines and beyond. 
The longest route a DB Cargo freight 
consignment can take is from Spain to 

1 _ A freight train 
can take the place 
of up to 52 lorries, 
which would be 
wasting fuel when-
ever they were 
caught in stop-
and-go traffic in 
urban areas or on 
motorways.

2 _ DB Cargo is 
working toward 
digitalising rail 
freight transport on 
several fronts – its 
current research in 
the amspire lab is 
just one example.

2

1
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China, spanning some 13,000 km, 
while the shortest route links two 
plants just 4 km apart. Both of these 
are worthwhile solutions because our 
customers benefit from added value 
which only railways can deliver. As 
DB Cargo provides many additional 
services related to the actual trans
port, the company’s ecofriendly logis
tics services become an integral part  
of the business processes and relation
ships between different company  
locations and partner companies. 

All signs point towards future 
growth, meaning once the economy is 
back up and running at full speed, 
DB Cargo will be able to respond 
quickly and add more transports to  
its schedules. Every crisis also creates 
an opportunity. During recent 
months, we have transported many 
types of cargo which had not been 
shipped by rail for many years. We are 
working hard to ensure these trans
ports remain with us. In the meantime, 
we are making more preparations to 
handle growing rail freight volumes. 
For example, we have continued to 
hire new employees. 

their goods. However, during the pan
demic, DB Cargo proved this didn’t 
have to be the case, and the company 
now aims to maintain a higher level of 
quality by offering additional train ser
vice and upping staff numbers. Moreo
ver, we aim to keep clients happy by 
providing better customer service. “By 
the end of the year, all of our freight 
wagons will be equipped with GPS and 
sensors,” says Dr Sigrid Nikutta. “Cus
tomers will then be able to continu
ously track the whereabouts of their 
cargo. This is our way of making rail 
freight transport as easy as online 
shopping.” •

Shifting transports from road to rail

The German government plans to shift 
the equivalent of 50 million lorry jour
neys to the rails by 2030, and DB Cargo 
aims to handle about 50% of them. 
This is an ambitious target given that 
DB Cargo’s transport volumes have 
fallen every year since 2011. Deutsche 
Bahn and German politicians have 
developed new targets to address this 
issue, and both sides are eager to see 
the rail sector’s share of the modal split 
grow from its current level of 18%–19% 
to 25% by 2030. DB Cargo plans to 
achieve this target by applying a two
pronged strategy combining growth on 
the one hand with innovation and 
increased effectiveness on the other. 

Rail freight’s quality and 
 punctuality need to improve

As it adds more services, DB Cargo also 
aims to improve the quality of rail 
freight service. In the past, freight 
forwarders and hauliers would always 
point to late trains as the reason to 
choose lorries over railways to haul 

3 _ Every day, our 
single wagonload 
network transports 
15,000 wagons.

4 _ The produc-
tion system for 
mass-produced 
goods like vehicles 
uses block trains, 
which are cost-effec-
tive and adaptable.

“I think it’s very 
important for us 

to be actively 
designing new 

services instead 
of just responding 

to customer 
demand.”

DR SIGRID NIKUTTA
DB Management Board Member for Freight 

Transport and CEO of DB Cargo 

CROSS-REFERENCES  
IN RED

Block trains, single wagonloads and com-
bined transport are the pillars of rail 
freight transport. In this edition of rail-
ways, we explain what these systems do 
and how they can be leveraged, while also 
addressing issues related to private sid-
ings, additional services and our portfolio 
of services offered at freight terminals 
and ports. Taken together, our services 
form a complete package which meets all 
of our customers’ needs. This edition of 
railways uses cross-references both to 
highlight these connections and to show 
the underlying themes which run through-
out the different articles.

3

4
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Private 
sidings
Transporting more goods by rail is one of the targets set by  
German and European climate policy. One of the central issues 
stemming from this target is how to identify the best way to link 
customers to the rail network. Private sidings can benefit compa-
nies which handle large volumes of freight and heavy loads.

14
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P rivate sidings were once  
a common feature at fac
tories and plants as evi
denced by grasscovered 
tracks seen at many indus

trial sites. Today, congested roads and 
ambitious climate targets are giving 
private sidings a new lease on life. 
Detailed analysis is needed to identify 
the threshold at which a siding will 
become a profitable investment.  
Having a link to the rail network can 
be extremely advantageous if it is 
properly planned from the beginning. 
Private sidings offer considerable  
benefits to companies transporting 
freight: greater flexibility, improved 
reliability and precise management.  
A company with a private siding is 
independent of other service providers, 
thereby making its logistics activities 
practically immune to an external 
crisis. Companies demonstrated  
this impressively during the Covid19 
lockdown.

_ Independence: 
companies set their 
own schedules for 
loading activities.

1 _ Going places 
together: DB Cargo 
provides customers 
with support for 
planning and 
implementation. 

RAIL SAFETY MANAGERS

When a company has a private siding, it 
also needs a rail safety manager to 
inspect the tracks at regular intervals. 
Solvadis has found a pragmatic solution 
to this issue: “We split the specialist’s 
time with the port operator.”

At Gernsheim, solvadis operates a 
trimodal chemicals tank farm to pro
vide services for its customers and for 
its own use. The tanks have capacities 
ranging from 50 to 2,000 m³. The farm 
also includes a filling station for inter
mediate bulk containers (IBCs) and 
drums. To top it all off, solvadis now 
has its own private siding as well.

Railway tracks run from the road to 
the large steel gate and onward to the 
company’s premises. Freshly painted 
road markings indicate that construc
tion work has just recently ended. The 
tracks are new, as are the road surface 
and cuttingedge filling points. The 
technology complies with the latest 
safety regulations. Solvadis has used 
the opportunity afforded by the buil
ding work to make all kinds of upgra
des. Georg Lammers is the supply 
chain director at solvadis. Having 
overseen his company’s side of the 
project, he is proud of the results. 
“Here at Gernsheim, we can load cargo 
from ships, lorries and our warehouses 
onto trains – and vice versa. Our tri 
modal facilities mean that we can fulfil 
almost any order we get from our 
customers. Our aim has been to 
become more flexible and more eco 
friendly, so we have stepped up our use 
of railways to transport our cargo. 
We’ve absolutely achieved our goal – 
the change has made our operations 

REPORT SOLVADIS

Private sidings make logi-
stics processes greener 
while enhancing perfor-
mance and significantly 
increasing flexibility 

G
ernsheim am Rhein, Hafen
strasse. The street’s name – 
Hafenstrasse, meaning port 

street – is apt. An industrial park is 
located here and, adjacent to it, a small 
port used by companies nearby. Solva
dis distribution is located right in the 
middle of the industrial park. The 
company warehouses liquid chemicals 
such as mineral oils, solvents and alco
hols, and it supplies them to pharma
ceutical companies, the chemicals 
sector and companies in other indust
ries such as metal processing.  

1
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faster, safer and more reliable. 
What’s more, we can now fulfil more 
orders and respond better to fluctua
tions in demand. This means we have 
been able to substantially increase 
availability levels of our products for 
our customers, which is a win for 
them, our company and our staff.”

 According to Ercan Lawrenz,  
customer support agent at DB Cargo,  
“In previous years, solvadis distribu
tion would use DB Cargo to dispatch a 
few single wagonloads. However, this 
required a lot of work in terms of shunt
ing. Solvadis has now opted for a direct 
link to the rail network, which shows 
how a company can use rail connections 
as an additional service. This change 
has refocused solvadis’s transportation 
model on increased sustainability while 
simultaneously expanding its capacity 
to ship larger volumes of product. It’s 
the ideal combination – by protecting 
the climate, we’re also contributing to 
our customer’s success. Having a pri
vate siding also makes the operational 
side of logistics much easier. That’s 
because one freight wagon can replace 
up to three heavy goods vehicles, 
depending on the wagon type and 
freight in question.”

Smooth sailing from planning to 
construction

The company’s present success was 
preceded by the planning and building 
phases. Isn’t installing a private siding 
too big an undertaking to expect from a 
company of this size? Georg Lammers 
nods. This consideration also played a 
role at solvadis, and he was secretly 

3 QUESTIONS FOR …

Professor  
Uwe Clausen
How important are private sidings for today’s  
manufacturing companies?

  CLAUSEN Private sidings are an important part of many 
companies’ strategies across different industries. By contrast, 
smaller sidings can sometimes struggle to cope with demand if 
overall conditions are challenging. We’ve learned this from a 
network of owners of private sidings who have formed knowl
edgesharing groups. However, since many companies are inter
ested in private sidings, we were pleased that the Association of 
German Transport Companies’ sidings charter and the German 
Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure’s Rail Freight 
Master Plan initiated a range of important measures. 

What is the future of private sidings?

 CLAUSEN Private sidings are extremely important for the 
metals and coal, automotive and chemicals sectors. In addition 
to these industries, we are also seeing freight forwarders build 
or extend their own private sidings. Once they gain rail access, 
companies automatically have access to multiple modes of  
transport, which gives them a strategic competitive advantage. 
Although progress needs to be made on digitalisation, upstream 
information flow and sustainability so modern logistics chains 
can function properly, work has already started in all these areas.

What is the aim of newly available funds for constructing, 
upgrading and reactivating private sidings?

 CLAUSEN Companies in the manufacturing and logistics 
sectors need to be able to make use of these funds faster even if 
they don’t have extensive experience with railways. The focus 
has to be on making effective logisticsrelated investments, i.e. 
making upgrades with simpler, faster processes. 

PROFESSOR UWE CLAUSEN

Professor Uwe Clausen serves as the head of the Institute of Trans-
port Logistics at the Technical University of Dortmund, as well as 
the director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logi-
stics and chairman of the Fraunhofer Transport Alliance. Clausen 
studied computer science at the University of Karlsruhe, now known 
as the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, and earned a doctorate in 
transport network optimisation from the Technical University of 
Dortmund. Clausen has been a member of the German Federal Minis-
try of Transport and Digital Infrastructure’s rail freight working 
group since 2016.

2
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Service team for new customers  
neukundenservice@deutschebahn.com

+49 203 9851-9000

Have private sidings 
made a difference  
during the pandemic?
“Demand has varied considerably 
between different sectors. Automobile 
transports saw a steep drop, while sidings 
struggled to provide enough capacity for 
other types of consumer goods. Having  
a private siding has been an advantage  
in this situation. Despite the upheaval,  
sidings have made it possible to meet 
high demand with less manpower than 
lorry transport requires, even with 
cross-border connections. Service has 
been exceptionally on-time.”

PROFESSOR UWE CLAUSEN

apprehensive of running up against a 
lot of bureaucracy. How long did the 
planning and approval process take? 
What barriers were there? Is it possible 
to build a private siding fast enough to 
keep costs from skyrocketing? Today, 
the supply chain director has a relaxed 
view of the whole journey. “Actually, 
everything went perfectly. Really, it 
couldn’t have gone better,” Lammers 
says. “That goes for the commissioning 
stage in particular. The timeline was 
tight, but it went smoothly. DB Cargo 
put together an incredibly capable team 
with the right experts who had a lot of 
experience under their belts. Everyone 
sang from the same hymn sheet, and 
everything went according to plan. 
DB Cargo handled a lot of the work on 
our behalf and managed important 
pieces of the project behind the scenes. 
There were so many aspects we didn’t 
even have to bother with.” Solvadis 
started using its private siding in March 
2020. This came just in time, too, 
because as the pandemic set in, tank 
wagons carrying urgently needed dis
infectant were able to depart straight 
from the company’s facilities. Ercan 
Lawrenz underscores that the two  
companies have continued their pro
ductive cooperation. “These days, we’re 
de lighted with every tonne of CO2 emis
sions we can cut. It’s just fantastic when 
you can combine business with climate 
targets. This is a source of motivation 
for us all.” •

Private  
sidings:  
an overview
A sustainable solution often funded by 
government subsidies.

FUNDING 
The German government provides funding for 
constructing, upgrading and reactivating 
private sidings, and the scheme can cover up 
to 50% of construction costs. The subsidy 
programme is currently being overhauled, 
and the government intends to announce new 
conditions in early 2021.

ONE  
FOR ALL 
Companies can also 
share private sidings 
or use them as a  
hub for businesses  
operating in an 
industrial park. 

SECTORS 
AND 
CARGO 
TYPES  
Many companies 
with private sidings 
manufacture metal, 
construction materi-
als, paper, scrap, 
chemicals or auto-
mobiles. The range 
of cargo is growing 
to include waste and 
recycling products, 
beverages (increas-
ingly transported in 
glass bottles) and 
consumer goods 
which may be dam-
aged if handled too 
often during tran-
shipment.

ADVANTAGES 

  Lower costs over time

   Longer time periods for loading and 
unloading

  Easier scheduling

  Less reliance on service providers

2 _ A shunting  
aid is used to move 
wagons on the 
tracks.

3 _ Block trains  
will be loaded here 
in future.

3
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Single wagonload 
transport

O ur single wagonload ser
vice is now more import
ant than ever before. 
Greater flexibility in 
production processes and 

the customisation of industrial  
products are encouraging a trend 
towards smaller batch sizes. By offe
ring nationwide single wagonload 
connections, DB Cargo is the only 
company in Germany which gives 
companies with low cargo volumes a 

way to reap the benefits of rail trans
port across the country and throug
hout Europe. This solution offers  
another advantage too. Roads are over
loaded, but the rail network can absorb 
more traffic.

As a result, single wagonloads are a 
great service for companies of all sizes. 
But they offer even more: single 
wagonload transports are absolutely 
essential if we want to reach our cli
mate targets, as they are the only way 
small and medium freight forwarders 
can transport cargo by train. Without 
them, the attractiveness of the rail sys
tem as a whole would suffer. If rail 
freight wants strong growth, it needs a 
strong single wagonload service. This 
is precisely why we are working to 
expand it and make access easier for 
customers. Doortodoor connections 
are DB Cargo’s way of supporting all of 
those companies which do not have a 
private siding of their own. Customers 
can make bookings via the link2rail 
platform, and DB Cargo handles  
everything else.

_ Preparing a 
tank wagon for 
filling at solvadis�s 
private siding.

MAKING CHANGES FOR  
ECONOMIC VIABILITY

Single wagonloads are indispensable for 
many customers. Take the steel sector, 
for example. It relies on this network for 
54% of all its transports (measured by 
weight). However, feeding the individual 
wagons into the system requires a great 
deal of work from many different people 
at train formation yards. We are strength-
ening the network by investing in digitali-
sation, automation and modernisation, 
and we are also changing its operating 
framework. From express connections to 
scheduled services, all our transport 
options are open to customers.

Small loads, big task: 
single wagonload 
transports by train are 
the green alternative 
to road haulage.
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>> REPORT CONTINUED

“We’re flexible  
for our customers”

A rail link has been in operation at 
Gernsheim since 1859. Due to the 
tracks’ short length, the process 

of filling tank wagons required a lot of 
shunting at solvadis until the company 
built its own private siding. Today, 
having a private siding not only means 
being able to meet rising demand, but 
it has also generated important added 
value. Supply chain director Georg 
Lammers explains: “Thanks to our 
services, our customers no longer need 
to invest in large tank and warehouse 
solutions. They can precisionorder 
the volumes they require. This is all 
the more important because we have 
seen fluctuations in demand become 
more frequent at many companies.  
We create a cushion for our customers, 
and if they place a new order, we can 
respond flexibly. In this way, we have 
been able to considerably increase 
supply security for our customers.”

From sub-Saharan Africa to the 
banks of the Rhine River

Right now, a tank wagon is on track 3 
waiting to be filled with methanol. 
Georg Lammers describes a typical 
example of freight flows in a globalised 
world. “This product has been on an 
odyssey. Large methanol production 
plants are located overseas, so the alco
hol is shipped to Antwerp on gigantic 
tankers (    read more in the section on the West-

postsstarting on p. 38) and then arrives at 
our storage facilities by train or barges 
which travel down the Rhine. The 
moment our customer needs the  
product, we can use our new siding to 
fill tank wagons quickly. It’s an 

3 QUESTIONS FOR …

Dr Henning 
Homfeld
Head of DB Cargo’s Strong Single  
Wagonload programme

Why is single wagonload service so important for the  
economy?  

 HOMFELD Single wagonload transports offer a variety of 
economic benefits. They form an integral part of whole sectors’ 
value and logistics chains, and these transports are indispens
able to many companies. They also safeguard supply lines dur
ing emergencies, as the Covid19 pandemic recently made clear. 
Because these transports reach into every corner of Germany, 
they also give companies access to the larger European rail 
freight network. This is something only single wagonload con
signments can do. 

What are the most important issues for the future of the 
single wagonload network?

 HOMFELD One thing is clear: we want to continue to 
strengthen single wagonload services, which are the ultimate 
rail freight transport option. We are taking several different 
approaches, such as creating a highperformance network and 
offering express products to provide overnight service between 
economic hubs, which in some cases will also use intermodal 
solutions. To achieve this, we need highperformance infra
structure and even more network access points – transhipment 
facilities with reach stackers, for instance. New technologies 
such as digital automatic couplers will also play a crucial role. 
Digitalising processes at train formation yards and upgrading 
assets such as bimode locomotives will also help us prepare  
our single wagonload service for the future. We’ve already  
completed the first steps, and we will keep up this good work.

Why is the single wagonload system so important for the 
climate and environment? 

 HOMFELD Trains have an undisputed advantage over lor
ries when it comes to CO2 emissions, particulate matter and 
other external costs. A unique feature of single wagonload 
transport is that customers don’t have to order an entire train 
for their cargo. This makes the railways the green alternative to 
road transport. In addition, Germany’s single wagonload opera
tions are vital for the European system. The only way to ensure 
climate protection in Germany and Europe is to have a strong 
single wagonload network.
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_  15,000 
DB Cargo wagons 
are in use every 
day, and services 
will be expanded on 
a massive scale in 
future.

incredibly efficient way to set 
individual wagons into motion.”

A shunting aid is used to position 
tank wagons underneath the filling 
unit, and then an employee opens the 
hatch atop the wagon. Next, a large, 
cranelike arm is lowered into the tank. 
Wolfgang Schül is an operations man
ager at solvadis. According to Schül, 
“These wagons are equipped with all 
kinds of intelligent technology, sen
sors and a vapour return feature. That 
last one is necessary because the sol
vents, mineral oils and alcohols we 
store here are hazardous substances. 
Even during filling and pumping, 
safety always takes priority, though 
these vapours pose only a lowlevel 
risk.” Describing the underlying prin
ciple, Schül says, “Modern technology 
ensures that we remove human error 
from the equation and prevents gases 
and liquids from escaping.” Once the 
tank wagon is full, the shunting aid is 
deployed again to roll it out of the way. 
Using the same safety equipment, 
solvadis can load two tank containers 
onto one tank wagon. Wolfgang Schül 
beams with pride as he talks about the 
company’s new, bigger transhipment 
area. “Even if customers don’t have a 
rail link of their own, they can use a 
rail tank wagon purely as a service,”  
he says. This offer has met with strong 
demand. Once the tank wagons have 
been filled, a shunting locomotive 
collects them the very same day. 
When the wagons reach the nearest 
train formation yard, DB Cargo couples 
them with wagons heading in the same 
direction and feeds them into its 
freight network. 

Growing together

For solvadis, single wagonloads were 
the critical factor in the decision to go 
with rail transport. No other solution 
could match them. The company also 
has plans to use block trains the future  
(    read more on p. 22 in the article on block trains), 
but single wagonloads will remain a 
central fixture due to the flexibility 
they offer. Solvadis recognises the 
advantages rail offers over road trans
port. These include climate and 
environmental protection as well as 
the safe transport of dangerous 

goods. Describing the company’s 
motives, Lammers says, “We want to 
make our contribution to reducing 
the number of lorries on roads. For 
our products, but also as direct ship
ments for other customers.” Both he 
and his DB Cargo customer support 
agent Ercan Lawrenz believe solvadis 
and DB Cargo will be able to increase 
volume levels while also counting on 
reliable, flexible service in future. 
“We will grow together, and DB Cargo’s 
digitalisation campaign will also help 
us on our way,” says Lammers. •

   Read more in the section on digitalisation starting 

on p. 28.

Service team for new customers  
neukundenservice@deutschebahn.com

+49 203 9851-9000
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ACCESSING THE 
RAILWAY:  
BY THE FIGURES

More than

100
railports

4,200
railway sidings incl. those  
at inland ports in Europe

EXTREMES

180 m
Longest product (steel girders)

200 t
Heaviest load  
(hydraulic cylinders)

RAIL-
PORTS 
Customers without 
their own private 
sidings can rely on 
DB Cargo. Across 
Europe, our conven-
iently located rail-
ports provide access 
to the rail network.

T H I S  W A Y  
T O  R A I L P O R T S :

SIMPLE 
BOOKING 
VIA  
LINK2RAIL

DOOR- 
TO-DOOR 
SERVICE  
Complete service 
with first and last 
mile deliveries by 
road

  R E A D  M O R E  
I N  T H E  S E C T I O N 
O N  C O M B I N E D 
T R A N S P O R T 
S T A R T I N G  O N  P.  2 4

FAST AND 
DIRECT
Direct connections 
between Europe’s 
economic centres. 
Transports depar-
ting at night and on 
Sunday and public 
holidays are availa-
ble. Express pro-
ducts add freight to 
ultra-frequent 
connections up to 
five times a day

Single wagonload  
transport: an overview
DB Cargo’s single wagonload transports move some 15,000 wagons every day,  
one third of them on cross-border connections. In this way, the company helps its  
customers meet their targets for reducing CO2 emissions.

_ Reach stackers 
are often used at 
many sidings  
for loading and 
unloading wagons.

WIDE RANGE OF GOODS 

  Containers, swap bodies

  Palletised goods

  Steel and metal products 

  Chemical products

  Paper rolls

  Bulk goods

   Large wagon fleet with  
special equipment

  R E A D  M O R E  I N 
T H E  S E C T I O N  O N 
D I G I T A L I S A T I O N 
S T A R T I N G  O N  
P .  2 8

One 4-axle wagon 
can fit 240 washing 
machines or 6 km of 
coiled steel

IMPRESSIVE

FOCUS03 / 20
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Block trains

S teel, timber, gravel and all 
sorts of other building 
materials are transported 
by rail in large quantities. 
One wagon follows the 

next: when single wagons are no longer 
up to the task, a block train may be 
needed to transport goods. While 
block trains average about 20 wagons 
in length, the exact number isn’ t criti
cal. Much more important is that they 
traverse their entire route as a single 
unit from start to finish. DB Cargo 
defines block trains as trains carrying 
a load of around 1,000 tonnes net  
or more. 

Block trains vs. lorries: rail is the 
clear winner

Fully laden, a block train can take the 
place of up to 52 lorry journeys, the
reby realising the full potential of the 
rail network. What’ s more, even 
though block trains can transport 
larger quantities, they’ re also faster. 
For instance, the route from Hamburg 
to Munich takes DB Cargo transports 
only 6.5 hours, making them up to 60% 
faster than road haulage. Timesensi
tive shipments of consumer goods or 
justintime deliveries for manufactur
ers can be loaded even into the late 
evening. The trains race them through 
the night at up to 140 km/h, reaching 
their destination station early the next 
morning. Block trains can easily trav
erse long distances, even internation

Hauling large quantities quickly, effi-
ciently and sustainably: block trains 
leverage more advantages of the rail-
ways than almost any other mode of 
freight transport. What they’re good 
for and when to use them.

_ DB Cargo oper-
ates 50,000 trains 
every year for the 
automotive  
industry alone.

ally. Most block trains cross national 
borders and some even travel all the 
way to Asia. Even waterway transport 
pales in comparison to block trains and 
not just when it comes to ecofriendli
ness. That’ s because high and low 
water levels don’ t affect trains and 
therefore won’ t result in supply bottle
necks. This makes block trains a valua
ble resource for companies wishing to 
quickly and affordably transport large 
quantities of goods. Companies in the 
chemicals and mineral oil industries as 
well as various car manufacturers 
often turn to block trains. Solvadis will 
soon start using them, too, in order to 
make its workflows more efficient. 

>> REPORT CONTINUED

More flexibility and  
availability

S
olvadis’s private siding at its tank 
farm is long enough to load and 
unload wagonsets and block 

trains quickly and efficiently. Not 
until this year did solvadis bring its 
rail link online with the goal of becom
ing more flexible and maintaining 
high availability levels for its chemi
cals even amid uncertainties such as 
coronavirus lockdowns or low water 
levels in inland waterway transport. 
Solvadis distribution can now supply 
its customers with essential raw mate
rials by rail at any time. The company 
will begin block train transport from 
Gernsheim in 2021. •

Service team for new customers  
neukundenservice@deutschebahn.com

+49 203 9851-9000
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3 QUESTIONS FOR …

Claudia 
Werk
Claudia Werk is the head of Sales & Operation 
Center Chemicals 1. Many customers in the  
chemicals industry rely on block trains. In this 
interview, she explains why. 

What role do block trains play in European 
freight transport today? 

 WERK Now as ever, block trains play a very 
important role. Large chemicals companies use them 
in particular to supply their locations with basic 
chemicals as part of an integrated production system. 
In contrast to traditional single wagonload transport, 
block trains can haul large quantities of product from 
point A to point B with short transport times. The 
continuous nature of these transports is advanta
geous, especially when hauling dangerous goods – 
and it protects the environment.

How do you see demand and growth potential for 
block train transport developing over time?

 WERK Demand won’t drop off. In fact, it will 
continue to grow. Freight transport using block 
trains leverages all the advantages of the railways. 
Nowhere else can such large quantities of product be 
transported quickly over long distances with such a 
small CO2 footprint and high energy efficiency. The 
average load carried by one of our chemicals block 
trains is equivalent to 50 lorry loads. However, the 
trend in transport services is moving towards greater 
integration. In future, we won’ t just have customer 
specific block trains. Instead, solutions will be  
industry or corridorspecific.

How might our block train transport product be 
improved for our customers?

  WERK Industryspecific products are already a 
big step forward. If multiple chemical companies 
share a block train, which then supplies more than 
one chemical park, this creates more flexibility for 
customers, allowing them to sometimes ship smaller 
quantities. Grouped trains, which combine block 
trains with single wagonload transport, should be 
developed further. There’ s also room for improve
ment in international consignment tracking. Digitali
sation can lend a hand in this regard.

A load of around

1,000 t
or more makes a train a block train

6.5 h
The time it takes for a block train to 
travel from Hamburg to Munich

Block train 
transport:  
an overview
Block trains can transport  
large freight volumes in  
a short time and are an eco-
friendly option.

SECTORS  
& CARGO 
TYPES
Gravel and other 
building materials 
are good examples 
of what our block 
trains transport. 
However, the chemi-
cals and mineral oil 
industries as well as 
various automotive 
manufacturers rely 
on this efficient 
product as well.

TWO OPTIONS 

DBplantrain
when train requirements can 
be planned long in advance:

Profitability with advance plan-
ning: regular transports of large 
quantities on fixed routes with 
specific transport days and times. 

DBflextrain 
when more flexibility is 
needed for orders:

The last-minute block train: 
transport quantities, routes  
and transport 
times decided at 
short notice.

A L L  A B O U T 
B L O C K  T R A I N S :

FOCUS03 / 20
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1Combined 
transport

I n 1990, worldwide export vol
ume stood at USD 3.5 trillion. 
By 2019, this figure had climbed 
to some USD 19 trillion. Taken 
as a whole, the EU is the largest 

trading entity by volume, while China 
is the largest exporter. Container 
transport plays a major part in the 
logistics needed to handle this flow of 
goods. Combined transport, a corner
stone of European rail freight traffic, 
involves rail haulage for the majority of 
the route combined with shorter legs 
by road transport, usually at the begin
ning and end of the journey. Shipping 
goods from overseas is a wellknown 
example of combined transport. 
Freight is transported by container 
ship to major ports in Germany, Bel
gium or the Netherlands, where it is 
then distributed to the hinterland by 
rail. 

The current challenges presented 
by the coronavirus pandemic have 
once again highlighted the advantages 
of rail transport, particularly its relia
bility and extremely high level of per
formance. This is especially true for 
cross border transports. The lockdown 
period saw huge backlogs in road trans
port, with standstills at the borders 
and waiting times measured in days. 
By contrast, rail transport has proven 
its resilience in times of crisis. 

DOWN TO THE MINUTE

As online retail continues to grow, parcel 
services are becoming ever more import-
ant. Customers expect to receive their 
order the very next day. That's why a 
major German courier, express and parcel 
(CEP) service provider is using the rail 
network to transport packages over long 
distances. In doing so, they're leveraging 
the advantages offered by combined 
transport. Fast overnight service plays a 
particularly important role in these ship-
ments. Our trains run from Hamburg to 
Munich, reaching a top speed of 140 
km/h. Delays? Not a chance. Our priori-
tised rail operations are on time down to 
the minute. After all, customer require-
ments for quality, punctuality and han-
dling processes are extremely demanding 
in parcel service. Yet rail offers even 
more advantages. Trains can haul freight 
on weekends, too, as can the lorries cov-
ering the first and last mile. These ser-
vices appeal to many different customers, 
which is why DB Cargo is working hard to 
bring transport solutions to market which 
will permanently shift more parcel con-
signments onto the rail network. As part 
of this plan, the company aims to add 
more transports on weekdays and week-
ends. Parcel volumes surge just before 
Christmas, and DB Cargo uses special 
trains to meet the demand. Last year, 
roughly 1 million packages were trans-
ported by rail on the weekend before 
Christmas alone. Employees at DB Cargo 
give their all during this time to make 
sure gifts are under the tree in time for 
Christmas.

Combined transport makes up a third of 
DB Cargo’s total transport volume. 
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3 QUESTIONS FOR:

Heinrich Klotz
Heinrich Klotz has worked 
for Deutsche Verkehrs-Zei-
tung magazine since 1988, where he has 
been writing about combined rail and road 
transport since 1989. 

How important is combined transport (CT) to  
manufacturing companies? 

 KLOTZ That really depends on where the company is 
located. If a company sends or receives a lot of freight through 
Switzerland, for instance, CT is absolutely essential for their 
business, because 7 out of every 10 tonnes of freight are trans
ported by rail there. However, in other countries, manufactur
ers are only too willing to switch to road haulage to save a few 
euros. Even so, CT is critically important for all manufacturing 
companies from a strategic perspective. Companies which are 
integrating combined transport into their logistics processes 
today will already have a greener footprint, which consumers 
will increasingly demand for their products going forward. At 
the same time, those companies will have secured the rail trans
port capacity they need before others have the chance to do so. 

What role does combined transport play in the ongoing 
process of modernising rail freight transport?

 KLOTZ  It's impossible to overstate CT's importance. Com
bined transport is often a good alternative to single wagonload 
transport, which can be unprofitable. CT is the right tool to 
grow revenue using rail freight transport despite the freight 
structure effect – the current tendency for bulk cargo carriage 
to decline and the number of part loads to increase. Combined 
transport also integrates rail freight transport into complex sup
ply chains that require DB to prove its logistics prowess. All this 
makes combined transport the segment to secure the future of 
rail freight transport.

In your opinion, what is needed to make combined trans-
port the obvious choice over road haulage? 

 KLOTZ Customers will always choose combined transport 
when its service, price and performance match their needs. 
Sometimes road haulage comes out on top – in many cases, it 
has to because combined transport can absorb only a fraction of 
the volume transported on the roads every day. I�d be satisfied if 
CT were always considered as a serious option by those making 
decisions about logistics. To reach that point, however, trans
port policy needs to create a level playing field so different 
modes of transport can compete fairly against one another. 
Unfortunately, this is not always the case right now.

1 _ The Cologne 
Eifeltor DUSS 
terminal is one of 
the most prominent 
transhipment ter-
minals in Europe.

2 _ DB Cargo 
offers combined 
transport with 
industry-specific 
solutions.
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UNIQUE ADVANTAGES OF 
COMBINED TRANSPORT  
The 44 tonne rule:

Lorries providing first and last mile service in combined transport are 
permitted to have a total weight of 44 tonnes, which is 4 tonnes more 
than those used for pure road haulage. 

Exemptions from vehicle bans:

In combined transport, lorries providing first and last mile service are 
not subject to vehicle bans during holiday periods or on Sundays and 
public holidays when travelling up to 200 kilometres.

D O O R - T O - D O O R  S O L U T I O N S

INTEGRATION INTO 
CUSTOMER PRODUC-
TION AND LOGISTICS 
PROCESSES  
By providing custom-tailored 
solutions and optimising cus-
tomer supply chains, we tightly 
integrate our services with our 
customers’ processes.

•  Contract logistics services 
and coordinated indus-
try-specific solutions

•  Implementation of rail-based 
Just-in-time and Just-in- 
sequence solutions 

•  Bespoke IT solutions for 
booking and managing ship-
ments end to end as well as 
tracking them

•  Direct wagon-loading syn-
chronised with your produc-
tion 365 days/year with no 
dispatching warehouse

PROVIDING CARRIER SERVICES 
ALONG ALL OF EUROPE’S CORRIDORS 

Combined transport:  
an overview
In our role as carrier, we provide customers with Europe-wide block train solutions 
from terminal to terminal from a single source. We are a lead logistics provider, 
which means we develop door-to-door solutions to ensure that multimodal logistics 
requirements are optimally met.  

INTEGRATED MAN-
AGEMENT CONTROL 
We handle implementation 
and management of the 
entire logistics chain, includ-
ing first and last mile trans-
port in our comprehensive 
Europe-wide network.

   Fast and reliable multimodal 
door-to-door transports

   Transparency and control 
with Track & Trace

A L S O  S E E  T H E  S E C T I O N  O N 
A D D E D  V A L U E  S TA R T I N G  
O N  P.  3 2 .

MODERN WAGON FLEET WITH 
 WAGON SERVICES

  Europe-wide dispatching

   In-house damaged wagon management and mobile maintenance

   Reliable, energy-efficient and cross-border traction

   Monitoring of train set movements and train set compositions

> 1,500
trains per week  

Focus_Korridor_Grafik_KGL.indd   1 17.09.20   11:37
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>> REPORT CONTINUED

Trimodal transhipment  
terminal

B
y building a direct private siding
(    read more in the section on private 

sidings starting on p. 14), solvadis 
distribution in Gernsheim has up 
graded from being a bimodal to a true 
trimodal tank farm service provider. 
The company has paved the way to 
load even block trains with a high 
degree of efficiency and safety. Solvadis 
now has the capability to directly 
switch between individual modes of 
transport, tranship goods and offer 
these services on the market as well. 
The company's liquid chemical pro
ducts will be moved between modes of 
transport in a hermetic system, which 
will prevent them from coming into 
contact with the outside world.

 Construction projects have not just 
expanded track capacity, but also the 
transhipment yard. The local port 
management company has expanded 
the port accordingly to offer maximum 
flexibility for inland waterway vessels, 
too. The company has already placed 
an order to expand its tank farm capac
ity by 5 x 2,500 m3. That’s because 
solvadis wants to be able to flexibly 
respond to the needs of the market  
and better contribute to its customers’ 
supply security. At the Gernsheim tank 
farm, inland waterway vessel and rail 
transports are usually combined by 
direct loading and transhipment, but 
preparations are increasingly being 
made to handle low water levels in the 
Rhine, which have become more com
mon. The company is expanding its  
use of railways to protect its customers 
from foreseeable problems like this. •

Service team for new customers  
neukundenservice@deutschebahn.com

+49 203 9851-9000

1 _ Trimodal 
transhipment yard: 
inland waterway 
vessels empty 
directly into tank 
wagons or lorries.

2 _ A modern 
filling station safely 
tranships chemicals 
for safe transport  
by rail.
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Digitalisation

D igitalisation and automa
tion offer tremendous 
potential for strengthen
ing the rail network and 
streamlining processes. 

Wagon schedules are more accurate, 
requirements are easier to predict, and 
route capacities can be planned better. 
As a leading logistics provider, 
DB Cargo is actively involved in shap
ing the nature of digitalisation and 
automation. The project to fit the com
pany’s entire fleet with GPS sensors 
has almost been completed, and all 
65,000 wagons will feature this tech
nology by the end of 2020. For custom
ers, this means greater transparency as 
the sensors transmit vital information 
about the cargo being transported: 
load levels, temperatures, humidity or 
if sensitive goods are shifting in the 
wagon. It is also possible to pinpoint a 
wagon’s location at any given time, 
which in turn enables its arrival time 
to be estimated with greater accuracy.
(Read more in the article on p. 42) 

Organising freight transport  
digitally with link2rail

link2rail is the customer platform for 
all digital services at DB Cargo. 
Launched in spring 2020, over 400 
customers have already signed up for 
the new system. They can use the  
platform to place freight orders (Order 
module), request empty wagons 
(Empty Wagon), view the status and 
history of their orders (Track & Trace) 
and keep an eye on shipments’ wherea
bouts. Jan Detgen, head of the link2rail 

DB Cargo is running a major initiative to digitalise 
and automate key processes along rail freight 
transport’s value chain. Many projects have 
already been completed and their results put into 
place. We take a look at the story so far.

factory, says, “Customers can use the 
platform to organise their freight 
transport needs in just a few clicks. We 
have given them a better overview of 
things and made it easier for them to 
access our system and additional ser
vices.” Customers can also integrate 
rail services better into their logistics 
chains. 

The current range of functions is 
only the start, however. Detgen elabo
rates: “We are constantly working on 
ways to update the platform. We want 
it to have a more modular structure in 
the future.” The platform is currently 
in the rollout phase. We welcome all 
the feedback we get about this work, 
and we use it to further optimise the 
platform. 

AAD programme

As part of the AAD programme (Asset 
Automation & Digitalisation), staff at 
DB Cargo are creating technical solu
tions that guarantee customers relia
ble, costeffective, fast and easily acces
sible freight transport services by rail. 
At the same time, these solutions 
make it possible for production teams 
to perform their work faster and more 
safely wherever they are working. 

Reducing complexity

SergiuMatei Burciu is head of the 
AAD programme. “To organise this 
complex system better, we are working 
on simplifying the entire transport 
process by means of digitalisation and 
automation,” says Burciu. The data 
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_ Mobile app dLox 
can be used for 
digitally logging 
locomotive faults 
and scheduling 
maintenance acti-
vities faster.

from the individual subprocesses 
plays a key role here. The central Asset 
Intelligence Center takes the sensor 
and diagnostic data from DB Cargo’s 
locomotives and freight wagons, pro
cesses and analyses it, and forwards it 
to the various users. This way, custom
ers get access to information about 
their consignment’s location, while 
DB Cargo ensures that transports run 
more smoothly. Burciu continues: “We 
use all of the findings and solutions 
from the AAD programme to contrib
ute to shifting transport to rail.  There 
is no alternative to automation and dig
italisation within the rail freight sector 
if we want to achieve our goal of a 70% 
increase in volumes and reach a modal 
split share of 25%. We are using a host 
of individual steps and measures 
throughout the entire process chain to 
achieve these targets.”

DB Cargo has already achieved a 
number of key digitalisation and auto
mation goals. Thanks to them, the 
company already knows what tomor
row’s rail freight operations will look 
like and what fundamental changes 
will occur as a result. 
(    To find out more about the AAD programme’s 

findings, turn to p. 31. )
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>> REPORT CONTINUED

Precision planning

E
ver since solvadis got its own 
private siding in Gernsheim, the 
company has been using lin

k2rail. Most of its tank wagons are 
already fitted with GPS sensors, and 
the rest of its fleet is currently in the 
process of being upgraded. Once this 
work is done, the company will be able 
to track their locations via link2rail. 
This information lets dispatchers at 
solvadis know when tank wagons will 
be ready for more journeys. One thing 
is particularly important for intermo
dal and international connections: the 
more accurate the information about a 
consignment’s arrival time, the better 
customers can prepare for it. Similarly, 
it becomes easier to make precise plans 
for subsequent transport runs. •

Sergiu-Matei Burciu, 
Head of the AAD (Asset Digitalization and  

Automation) programme at DB Cargo  
sergiu-matei.burciu@deutschebahn.com

3 QUESTIONS FOR …

Prof Andreas  
Oetting 
Andreas Oetting is a researcher at the institute for rail 
systems and technology at the Technical University of 
Darmstadt. There, he works on developing processes that 
see academia and research contribute to the process of 
digital innovation in the rail sector.

What potential is opened up by digitalising rail  
freight transport? 

 OETTING For the most part, the costbenefit ratio is very 
good, both for the production side of things and for customer 
interfaces. In particular, digitalisation enables an operator to 
better address its customers’ needs and offer them new services. 
However, DB Cargo didn’t just start digitalisation today. The 
company has already achieved a lot and digitalised many fea
tures, above all its core processes such as train movements and 
shunting.

What milestones are planned for the coming years?

 OETTING The next logical step is to digitalise upstream 
and downstream processes as well, as these have major implica
tions for core processes. Another goal is to make the digital 
systems’ architecture more modular so they can be adapted 
quickly and inexpensively to suit customers’ needs as they 
change. Making courses for trainees and employees digital is 
another trend  people will be able to drive simulators or learn from 
home.

How quickly can important structures and processes be put 
into place?

  OETTING In principle, it is possible to bring new products 
to market within a year. Here at the institute, it doesn’t take us 
long to get processes ready for use in the real world. We work 
closely with stakeholders, tailor innovations to their needs, and 
make adjustments when these are necessary.

CV

Since 2008:  Professor at TU Darmstadt’s institute for  
rail systems and technology

2004:     Doctorate at  RWTH Aachen university in  
civil engineering

2001:    Strategy & technology at DB Netz AG 

_ GPS and  
link2rail make 
planning tank 
wagons’ movements  
much easier for 
dispatchers at 
solvadis. 
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Progress: an overview
Key steps towards a long-lasting transformation of the most  
environmentally friendly mode of transport

SOFTWARE FOR  
DAMAGED WAGON  
MANAGEMENT 
A new type of dispatching software has been 
in use for the intelligent damaged wagon 
management system since June 2020. 

Developed by DB Cargo, the tool enables users 
to select the best maintenance workshop for 
freight wagons. They can include a wide range of 
variables in the process, such as the scope of the 
maintenance work, capacities and distance from 
the workshop. The goal is to maximise wagon 
availability.

DIGITAL FLEET MANAGEMENT
Another step towards the future of maintenance work takes the form 
of the digital fleet management project. Train drivers can use the dLox 
app to log a locomotive’s faults quickly and easily using a mobile end 
device. 

DB Cargo developed this tool at the amspire lab as part of the AAD pro-
gramme, and it has been in use throughout Germany since its launch in 
February.

DIGITALISING TRAIN FORMATION 
Deutsche Bahn and five partners are testing the Europe-wide use of digital automatic coupling 
(DAK in German) for freight wagons. 

The pilot project for demonstrating, testing and approving digital automatic coupling for rail freight 
services will run from July 2020 until December 2022. The new coupling system involves the auto-
matic linkage of freight wagons, in addition to their power, data and compressed air systems. Auto-
matically forming freight trains reduces staff workloads and is far more efficient than conventional 
practice. Funding for the project comes from Germany’s transport and digital infrastructure ministry. 

DIGITAL-
ISED 
GUIDE-
LINES  
Maintenance man-
agement is based on 
comprehensive rules 
and guidelines, 
which have been 
digitalised as part of 
the Regelwerk 4.0 
project over the past 
three years. 

Staff can now access 
these regulations via 
specially developed 
software on their 
tablets. This enables 
teams on the ground 
to respond quickly 
and flexibly to 
changes, modifica-
tions and new  
developments.

DIGITALISATION OF TRAIN  
FORMATION YARDS
YAMATO stands for “yard management tool”, a new IT system that  
will hep monitor and manage work at our train formation facilities. 
YAMATO makes all relevant formation yard information available  
to users at a glance and harnesses specially developed, cutting-edge 
algorithms in real time to generate a mathematically optimised  
shunting roster. 

CONDITION-BASED  
MAINTENANCE
DB Cargo’s condition-based maintenance (CBM) project is designed to 
improve the company’s locomotive maintenance workflows, thereby 
increasing traction unit availability and reducing downtimes.

DIGITAL DIAGNOSTICS 
FOR FREIGHT WAGONS 
DB Cargo is optimising its maintenance com-
missioning process so that freight wagons 
need less time in workshops and are available 
for use again quickly. 

The digital diagnostics project for freight wag-
ons involves studying the images taken by cam-
eras mounted on infrastructure and diagnosing 
the condition of wheelsets and brake pads. 
Vehicle data from stationary diagnostic facili-
ties will be used to transform maintenance work, 
changing its current reactive (in part) and 
schedule-focused activities into an intelligent 
and predictive maintenance system.

AMSPIRE LAB 
This is where tomorrow’s rail freight trans-
port is being designed today.  
C L I C K  H E R E  T O  
V I S I T  T H E  L A B :

Over

  1.8 million
GPS positions are transmitted by the Track&Trace-Service on  
a daily basis.
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Additional services

T hanks to its extensive port
folio of additional services, 
DB Cargo is able to support 
customers along the entire 
logistics chain: planning and 

order placement; shunting; loading 
and unloading wagons; first and last 
mile by road transport; and customs 
clearance for crossborder connections. 
All these tasks are handled by staff  
at different locations, including the  
interdisciplinary amspire lab team in 
Frankfurt, the customer lab team in 
Duisburg, and the 400 logistics experts 
at our Duisburg customer service cen
tre. These employees all work closely 
with customers so they can precisely 
identify our customers’ needs. 

Digitalisation and 
automation are making 
rail freight transport 
future-proof. Intelli-
gent assets, automated 
tools and platforms 
such as link2rail are 
already optimising the 
many services which 
DB Cargo provides for 
its customers beyond 
basic transport. 

“Digital is our preferred medium, and 
we’re delighted that DB Cargo is 
expanding its range of digital services. 
Digitalisation makes many processes 
more flexible and efficient. At the 
same time, having excellent personal 
relationships and receiving assistance 
from a dedicated support agent who 
knows our business are a great help 
whenever an important issue arises. 
We really noticed this when we were 
planning our private siding,” says 
Georg Lammers, supply chain director 
at solvadis distribution. 

When we start a digitalisation  
project, our primary focus is on how 
the project will benefit our customers, 
not how technically feasible or innova
tive it is. Put another way, we ask  
ourselves, “Will this solution save our 
customer time or money?”

New e-service: geofence control

DB Cargo is currently working on a 
new service designed to help custom
ers avoid demurrage charges. Called 
geofence control, this new feature  
will make use of the GPS equipment 
and sensors in our wagons. With this 
feature, customers will receive all rele
vant information about the wagons 
located on their premises or at their 
private siding, i.e. within their geo
fence. With geofencing, platforms  
display how long a wagon has been  
stationary and its loading status.  
A single click is all that’s needed to 
analyse each wagon’s average down
time within a geofence’s perimeter.  
A traffic light system is used to show 
whether a wagon’s chargefree loading 
period is about to end. Customers can 
then act quickly to prevent a demur
rage fee, and wagons can be made avail
able for new transports faster. •

>> REPORT CONTINUED

One face to the customer

T
he team at the service centre pro
vides customers with assistance 
in their daytoday business activi

ties, while customer support agents 
serve as experts with longstanding 
customer relationships who find the 
right solution for every situation. This 
also applies to our work with solvadis. 

Iris Hilb,
Head of the Duisburg customer service centre

iris.hilb@deutschebahn.com

_ A team of 
experts is working 
on the next stage  
of the link2rail 
platform in the 
customer lab.
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Overview  
of additional 
services

OUR PORTFOLIO
Scheduling and ordering

    Preparing necessary shipping documents

Providing empty wagons

     Customer-specific wagon equipment and 
refitting

Loading and unloading

     Providing loading and unloading services; 
transhipment at railports

Collection and delivery

     Additional handling, shunting services and 
weighing of freight wagons

Providing transport services

     Set wagon sequence/wagon sorting; pro-
viding wagons correctly aligned for loading

Billing and documentation

    Expanded reporting

Commercial services

     Eco solutions, CO₂-free transportation  
with DBeco plus and DBeco neutral

Supplementary transport services

     First and last mile by road; reloading

International services

     Providing customs clearance services. 

  D E T A I L E D  C A T A L O G U E 
O F  S E R V I C E S :

3 QUESTIONS FOR …

Iris Hilb
Iris Hilb serves as the head 
of the customer service cen-
tre in Duisburg. In this interview, Hilb talks 
to us about what’s important to customers, 
what solutions digitalisation can provide 
and what role personal business relation-
ships play. 

What kind of work does your team at the customer service 
centre do?

 HILB Our team is made up of logistics experts who are  
intimately familiar with our customers’ businesses and their 
specific requirements. Setting the major issue of digitalisation 
aside, our work remains highly peoplefocused. Our customers 
trust us – after all, we are often involved in the inner workings of 
their logistics infrastructure. As such, we have made a conscious 
decision to invest in providing personalised support. Our “one 
face to the customer” approach is the way we do business, not 
just lip service. 

What digital services provide real benefits to your customers?

 HILB We have a handle on our core business. At present, 
85% of our orders are processed automatically. Digitalisation 
helps us do this. We can draw on a huge array of data from many 
different sources, and right now we are the only company which 
has connected this information in a smart way. We call this 
link2rail intelligence. This technology opens up a host of oppor
tunities – proactive incident management, for example. This 
enables us to notify customers to tell them when there is a  
problem, why it happened and how long it will last. Most impor
tantly, we can offer them a solution.

What role does the customer lab at Duisburg play? 

 HILB We don’t pursue digitalisation as an end in itself. 
Instead, we believe digitalisation has value if it relates to our busi
ness and benefits our customers. This is precisely what we evalu
ate in the customer lab with help from our clients. One example of 
a customerspecific eservice is our wagon dispatching tool for  
military transports, which helps us schedule and dispatch wagon 
fleets. We are currently conducting exhaustive tests and going 
through the acceptance process with the German armed forces. 
With this tool, the German military will receive an instant over
view of all available wagons, plus full information about all  
wagons making their way to any specific location. One click in the 
tool is all that’s needed to dispatch wagons for loading and to place 
an order for their next deployment. 
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Accessing 
the network
Companies don’t need a private siding to 
enjoy the benefits of rail. DB Cargo pro-
vides all its customers with a flexible way 
to access its rail network.
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R
oad infrastructure is  
overburdened, lorry drivers 
are increasingly hard to find 
and road traffic creates 
emissions problems. For 

these reasons, rail is growing in impor
tance as a mobility solution, and not 
just for customers with their own pri
vate siding. 

Dense network provides  
flexible access

Across all regions of Germany and 
Europe, DB Cargo and its partners give 
customers flexible, sustainable access 
to a dense network of rail tranship
ment yards even when companies lack 
their own rail infrastructure and are 
looking to transport smaller loads. 
What’s more, DB Cargo’s regional sales 
experts develop individualised logis
tics plans which become highly effi
cient, customised logistics solutions 
that offer much more than just freight 
transport.

Railports

Railports are multifunctional logistics 
centres which provide many different 
logistics services besides railtoroad 
transhipment, including warehousing,  
order picking and first and last mile 
service. These facilities are operated 
by Deutsche Bahn or its partners. 
DB Cargo uses over 100 of these multi
modal rail logistics centres internatio
nally, in addition to 150 combined 
transport (CT) terminals such as the 
Lehrte MegaHub.

_ The DUSS  
transhipment ter-
minal at Frankfurt 
(Main) Ost station 
can service block 
trains.

“We don’t specia-
lise in a specific 
type of freight, 
we are not fully 
automated and 

we have a relati-
vely large staff 

working the rails, 
all of which 

makes us very  
flexible and adap-
table. That’s why 

we can offer 
every customer  
a customised 

solution.”
JAN BELLINGER, 

Head of the Darmstadt railport

Wibo Feijen is the CEO of Maaster
minal Maastricht B.V. “We work for 
many different companies seeking out 
intelligent logistics solutions in our 
region. We’ve worked closely with 
Steel Solutions B.V., so we have exper
tise in working with steel products, 
but we also tranship many other prod
ucts such as paper, palleted goods and 
project loads,” says Feijen.

MegaHub in Lehrte

Load units are transhipped between 
different modes of transport at CT ter
minals, which is why these terminals 
serve as an important interface 
between the various transport routes. 
The best example of this is the Lehrte 
MegaHub. At this megamodern fast 
transhipment yard, incoming contain
ers are redistributed to freight trains 
bound for their destination, all with
out shunting movements. How does 
that work? (    Read more in the article on p. 56)

“Lehrte has fantastic connections 
to the German rail and road networks, 
which makes it an ideal location for a 
MegaHub, plus it also offers excellent 
opportunities for growth,” says Nicole 
Brandenburg, terminal manager at the 
MegaHub in Lehrte.

Public sidings

Public sidings also provide access to 
the rail network. Sidings efficiently 
link rail and road, allowing goods to be 
shifted directly between freight wag
ons and lorries. DB Cargo provides ser
vice at some 260 public sidings and 
roughly 300 timber loading tracks 
across Germany. Spedition Frühauf 
uses one of these sidings to transport 
canned vegetables from Bad Frie
drichshall to Borken and back with the 
single wagonload system. 

Christoph Frühauf is the managing 
director of Spedition Frühauf. “In 
DB Cargo we have a partner who han
dles things for us every step of the 
way,” says Frühauf. “Even as we were 
selecting a suitable public siding, 
DB Cargo Regional Sales provided us 
with all the assistance we needed. We 
also received crucial support from 
DB Cargo’s loading advisors – after all, 
it’s important to clarify how goods 

need to be loaded and secured. 
DB Cargo also has contact persons 
available to help us with operational 
implementation. Additionally, we 
truly value DB Cargo’s flexibility in 
using the rails and all the necessary 
equipment.” •

Kai Maass,
Head of regional sales for Germany, DB Cargo

kai.maass@deutschebahn.com
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FACTS

150 
CT terminals are used 
by DB Cargo in Europe

256 
public sidings are  
serviced throughout 
Germany

110 
ports can be serviced 
by DB Cargo’s net-
work, of which 90 are 
on inland waterways 
and 20 are seaports.

“We created a rail 
freight transport hub 
here in Chemnitz with 
connections all throug-

hout this region and 
even as far away as 
the Czech Republic 

and Poland. To keep 
up with demand,  
we are currently 
expanding our 

 logistics  facility by 
adding 5,000 m² of hall 

space and also 
 installing a 33-tonne 

crane inside.”
TINO BAUER, 

Managing director of the Chemnitz railport

MAASTERMINAL  
MAASTRICHT B.V.

From the water to the rails – and back: Even 
small and medium-sized businesses can have 
gantry cranes at ports load their containers 
onto freight wagons or from rail bridges onto 
barges. Maasterminal Maastricht B.V. is just 
one example. DB Cargo has been cooperating 
with the terminal, located on the Juliana 
Canal in the Netherlands, since 2016. The 
multimodal distribution centre helps many 
different industries overcome logistical 
hurdles. In total, DB Cargo services some  
90 inland waterway ports and roughly  
20 seaports.

• Total warehouse space of 30,000 m²

•  450 metre-long wharf, including  
3 covered docks

• 10 loading docks for lorries

•  200 m of indoor track (reachable  
by travelling crane)

•  Travelling cranes: 10 x 40 tonnes;  
1 x 25 tonnes; and 2 x 10 tonnes 

•  Available greenfield: approximately 
10,000 m²

•  Including 100 metre-long wharf  
(reachable by train)

RAIL ACCESS
Providing multimodal transport 
options to customers even with-
out a private siding: Rail Access 
is an online tool which uses a map 
to display the various access 
points on the rail network by 
region and site type. 
C L I C K  H E R E  
T O  J U M P  T O  
R A I L  A C C E S S :

Railports  

DB Cargo serves 
around 100 railports 
across Europe – here 
is an excerpt from our 
portfolio.
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“The Nuremberg 
railport offers a 
wide variety of 
rail solutions in 
the region sur-

rounding Nurem-
berg. We’re cur-

rently planning to 
double the num-
ber of services 

we provide in the 
coming years.”

CHRISTIAN JECK, 
Managing director of TRANSA Spedition 

GmbH and head of sales and business devel-
opment at Schenker Full Load Solutions (FLS)

_ Currently, almost 
40 million containers 
are in use worldwide. 

DARMSTADT RAILPORT:
The Darmstadt railport’s flexible infrastruc-
ture makes it well-suited to handle many 
different types of goods and customer-spe-
cific procurement and distribution logistics 
solutions. The railport mainly focusses on 
construction logistics for DB Netz, replace-
ment part logistics for DB Cargo and the 
consumer goods industry.

• 430 m of rail infrastructure

• Four sidings 

• 250 m of covered track 

•  180-metre-long public siding with 
side-loading platform 

•  Shunting personnel and shunting  
locomotive on site

•  Gantry crane, standard and clamp  
forklifts

•  One outdoor storage area and two 
warehouse halls with 11,900 m² of 
space 

•  Transport connections via the 
Darmstadt freight terminal warehouse 
as well as the A5 and A67

CHEMNITZ RAILPORT
Since Chemnitz railport opened in March 
2015, the terminal has provided all inter-
ested companies in Chemnitz and the sur-
rounding area with equal access to the rail 
network. The railport’s focus is on tranship-
ping steel, paper and palleted part loads to 
the rails. 

• 450 m of rail infrastructure

•  2,800 m² logistics hall with an interior 
siding, complemented by 6,000 m² of 
warehousing space

•  Heated hall provides protection from 
the elements

•  Crane runway (30 tonnes) inside the 
hall and forklifts with up to 5 tonne 
capacity

•  3 ha total area with opportunities  
for expansion

•  Transport connections via B95 and 
B174 (toward Czech Republic) as well 
as A4 and A72

NUREMBERG RAILPORT
The Nuremberg railport offers customers a 
true alternative to road haulage when organ-
ising their multimodal transport chains. 
When the railport opened in 2012, it was 
primarily used by customers in the printing 
industry. Nowadays, the terminal is also  
used by customers in the metals and coal 
industry, the construction industry and 
retail companies.

•  5,100 m² in a heated warehouse hall

•  Warehouse height of 10 m• Plus 
3,500 m² of outdoor storage space

• 320 m of covered rail infrastructure

• Two rail links with a loading ramp

•  Eight forklifts, including roll clamps, 
fork clamps, coil clamps, vertical wire 
coil clamps and sprinters

•  Close proximity to Nuremberg shunting 
yard, port and container terminal

•  Transport connections via the A3, A6, 
A9 and A73
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T
he ports of Antwerp and  
Rotterdam are two of the most 
important transhipment yards 
in the world. When the time
table change took effect last 

December, DB Cargo expanded its 
network and opened the gates for all its 
customers – both literally and figura
tively. Now the DBwestports express 
connects Europe’s two largest ports 
with their most important hinterland 
destinations in Germany and Vor
arlberg. The ports of Antwerp and 
Rotterdam are two of the most impor
tant transhipment yards in the world. 
In these two ports alone, some 27 million 
containers are transhipped each year, 
and the numbers continue to grow. 
That’s because the ports of Antwerp 
and Rotterdam have ambitious growth 
and sustainability targets, which they 
plan to reach primarily by expanding 
rail freight transport. The ports’ geo
graphical location is their greatest 
advantage – after all, Antwerp and 
Rotterdam are the first ports of call  
for most large ships from overseas.  
Having a central location within 
Europe is also a point in their favour. 
That’s because roughly 60% of the 

EU’s purchasing power is within a 
500km radius of the two ports.

>> REPORT CONTINUED

International ocean freight

A significant portion of the liquid 
chemicals which solvadis sup
plies comes to Europe through 

the major ports of Antwerp, Rotter
dam or Amsterdam by tanker. The 
products are transported by rail in 
block trains or by inland waterway 
vessel down the Rhine River to the 
German town of Gernsheim. From 
there, solvadis supplies the southern 
reaches of Germany and international 
customers with its wares. •

More trains at the port

By 2025, DB Cargo plans to strengthen 
the links between the ports of Ant
werp and Rotterdam and major eco
nomic centres in Germany and other 
European countries, shifting signifi
cantly more transports to the eco
friendly rails. This plan is designed to 

considerably reduce traffic on roads in 
western Germany, but also in the 
vicinity of the ports themselves. 
Transport volume on the rails – both 
import and export – is slated to in 
crease by roughly 100,000 containers 
each year. Working with its subsidiary 
Transfracht, DB Cargo is employing a 
clever system which will link com
bined transport with conventional 
wagonload transport in a huband
spoke solution. To achieve this, the 
company will call upon Kijfhoek, the 
largest shunting yard in the Nether
lands, which has the perfect location to 
connect both ports. By implementing 
this efficient hubbased solution, the 
new DBwestports express service will 
reduce complexity at the ports and  
create the conditions for the planned 
volume increase in the first place. 
That’s because port infrastructure  
limits both the available space and 
shunting capacity. Jan Brockmann 
works in international sales develop
ment at DB Cargo. “We’re taking 
Transfracht’s successful system, which 
links German seaports to the hinter
land through the Maschen shunting 
yard, and applying it to Rotterdam  

_ 469.4 million 
tonnes of goods 
were transhipped  
in the port of  
Rotterdam in 2019. 

The ports of Antwerp 
and Rotterdam
Gateways to the European economy.
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DBwestports express
westportsexpress@deutschebahn.com

ALL BENEFITS  
AT A GLANCE

•  Connectivity – connection to all  
major terminals at the ports

•  Frequency – daily connection to  
hinterland

•  Network – expansive network of  
hinterland connections

•  Reliability – dependable combination 
of daily departures and single wagon-
load transport

•  Stability – fluctuations in trans ported 
export/import quantities are  
smoothed out

•  Speed – short transport times of  
less than a day or overnight

•  Efficiency – hub-based solution  
lightens load on port operators and 
accelerates workflows

and Antwerp with Kijfhoek,” says 
Brockmann. Additionally, this new 
service will benefit customers using 
single wagonload transport while also 
allowing for a large number of new 
multimodal transport solutions in CT. 
“Customers which use our European 
single wagonload network to haul  
shipments to Italy or southeastern 
Europe will also benefit from this  
service,” says Brockmann. “This is 
because they’ll enjoy more frequent 
departures and shorter transit times 
than in the past.” 

Short routes and many benefits 

Short routes to economic centres, 
DB Cargo’s dense network and its 
resourceful hubbased system will set 
the stage for highly reliable service 
with short transport times –  

DBwestports express will make the 
journey overnight. All terminals  
of both ports will receive daily service, 
including single wagonload transports. 
This system will give customers  
reliability and predictability – and  
not just in combined transport. For 
example, this solution will also pro
vide significant benefits to customers 
in the chemicals industry, even when 
shipping small quantities. •

WESTPORTS CONCEPT
START HUB-CONCEPT:  
DECEMBER 2020

Kijfhoek hub

Direct connection
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Planned connection
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Focus on  
supply chains

R eliable trains for cars 
manufactured by the 
BMW Group in China: 
The Bavarian car manu
facturer has commissi

oned DB Cargo Logistics to continue 
transporting components from Ger
many to China. Since 2011, DB Cargo 
Logistics has been transporting parts 
to Shenyang for BMW. The BMW 

OPEN TRAIN MODEL

•  When capacity is available, transports 
for the automotive industry between 
China and Europe are open to other 
customers as well. 

•  This has allowed DB Cargo to build a 
stable intercontinental network. 

•  In turn, car manufacturers benefit  
from the high degree of flexibility in  
a  dynamic network.

DB Cargo Logistics 
to ship vehicle 
 components to Asia 
for three more years.

Group manufactures cars at two plants 
in China, and their capacity is cur
rently being increased to 650,000 
units per year. 

This expansion will also translate 
into new requirements for future ser
vice providers. That’s because trans
ports to China are unique not just in 
terms of the huge distances but also 
the technical support provided for 
them. Employees at the DB Cargo 
Logistics dispatch tower manage the 
entire transport chain across all the 
different modes of transport. At the 
same time, DB Cargo provides its 
customers with a wide range of data. 
“We have equipped our containers 
with their own GPS devices, which 
ensures they can be tracked from start 

1
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1 _ BMW has been 
manufacturing cars 
in the Chinese city 
of Shenyang since 
2003.  

2 _ Containers are 
switched to broad-
gauge wagons at 
Polish-Belarussian 
border in Brest.

to finish,” says Ina Schollen, senior 
account manager at DB Cargo Logi
stics. “We use our LINC software to 
display the data from our GPS devices, 
which we then use to provide custo
mers with a comprehensive view of 
their transports’ latest status.” 

Reliability counts 

In the intercontinental network 
DB Cargo Logistics has developed for 
the automotive industry, connections 
to and from China are becoming 
increasingly important. DB Cargo 
Logistics has also expanded the ser
vices it offers for dangerous goods 
transports. With nonhazardous goods 
taking a maximum of 21 days to tra
verse the roughly 11,000 km route, rail 
transport represents a truly reliable 
alternative to ocean freight. Using a 
flexible transport solution that cur
rently runs one to two trains a week, 
components are shipped from different 
loading points at the Regensburg ter
minal in Bavaria to the terminal in 
Leipzig and eventually on to China. 
All the containers have a sensor on 
board to enable GPS tracking. These 

gauge track. Taking the northern 
route, trains eventually reach the Rus
sianChinese border in Zabaikalsk. 
After being transferred once again to 
Chinese wagons, the containers arrive 
in Shenyang a few days later and are 
hauled to one of the plants by lorry. 
Once the empty containers have been 
returned, local employees use an app 
to scan the bar codes on all the GPS 
devices. “Our IT department worked 
with the IT provider to jointly develop 
the app so we can ensure GPS handling 
is documented digitally,” says Jonas 
Wieland, a member of the DB Cargo 
Logistics team. 

“We know that tracking solutions 
are becoming increasingly important 
for our customers as they rely on the 
estimated delivery time. We can pro
vide a mountain of data to assist with 
these estimates,” says Ina Schollen. •

Jonas Wieland,
Account manager, DB Cargo Logistics
jonas.wieland@deutschebahn.com 

“We know  
that tracking  
solutions are 

becoming  
increasingly 

important for  
our customers.”

INA SCHOLLEN
Senior account manager at DB Cargo

are installed so discreetly that they 
don�t give away the value of the freight 
inside. 

DB Cargo Logistics also uses sensor 
equipped container wagons on the 
European section of the route, which 
make intelligent wagon tracking possi
ble. At the PolishBelarussian border 
in Brest, containers are moved to wag
ons compatible with Russian broad

2
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More transparency
DB Cargo is making its freight wagons fit for the future. This includes  
fitting then with sensors and telematics equipment. Gerrit Koch to Krax, 
head of the Wagon Intelligence project at DB Cargo, explained the 
 advantages to us in an interview.
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DB Cargo is turning to wagon 
 intelligence to help shape the future 
of rail freight transport. What is the 
motivation for this? 

 KOCH TO KRAX  Wagon intelli
gence (WI) is part of our automation 
and digitalisation programme (AAD), 
our plan to make DB Cargo fit for the 
future. The project makes it possible to 
generate, analyse and use data on rail 
freight transports. The basis for this is 
the work currently under way to equip 
our freight wagons with sensor tech
nology and telematics. There are many 
aspects of wagon intelligence and 
many starting points for further devel
opments in the future. Essentially, we 
need to take the data we obtain and 
integrate it more deeply into our sys
tems. This will enable dispatchers to 
take realtime decisions and actions, 
for example. That can save a lot of 
time.

What do customers get from these 
digital additions to our freight  
wagons?

 KOCH TO KRAX The WI data 
gives us more transparent information 
about individual transports so that 
downstream logistics processes are 
easier to manage. This benefits our 
customers and employees alike. For 
example, we can control inflows more 
precisely and can take into account 
whether a customer siding currently 
has capacity for additional wagons. 
The specific use of the WI data 
depends on a number of questions: 
What do the customers’ logistics pro
cesses look like? What role does the 
location of the freight play? Where 
does transhipment take place? With 
WI data, we can improve the quality of 

consignment tracking. The informa
tion from WI forms a basis for the 
eservices in link2rail. 

What does refitting the wagons 
involve? What exactly are you ins-
talling?

 KOCH TO KRAX The equip
ment depends on the industry and on 
the customer’s requirements. Essen
tially, we equip every wagon with a 
basic telematics device, which includes 
a communication unit, power supply 

patching or maintenance systems. In 
the Assets & Technology organisation 
at DB Cargo, we pool the relevant data 
from daytoday business centrally at a 
single location in the Asset Intelli
gence Centre (AIC). The Track & Trace 
function from link2rail allows status 
messages and the tracking history to 
be viewed as required. The data can be 
integrated into external systems via an 
API (Application Programming Inter
face), linked to the customer’s informa
tion and thus used for subsequent pro
cesses. This facilitates management of 
the logistics chain and reduces the 
workload for all those involved in the 
process.

How do you use the WI data 
 internally at DB Cargo? 

 KOCH TO KRAX WI data and 
the digital transformation help us to 
improve internal processes. We use 
sensor technology and telematics  
solutions in dispatching and customer 
service, for example. Analysis tools 
help our traffic planners to look at traf
fic in the past and to optimise it for the 
future. 

Does the data transmission also 
work in other countries? 

 KOCH TO KRAX We operate 
across borders in Europe and have all 
the information about the location of 
the wagons. This simplifies logistics 
planning for customers. •

Gerrit Koch to Krax, 
Project manager wagon intelligence, DB Cargo

gerrit.koch-to-krax@deutschebahn.com

“To date, we have 
fitted around 

55,000 wagons 
with the digital 

equipment.”
GERRIT KOCH TO KRAX

Project Manager Wagon Intelligence 
at DB Cargo 

via a solar panel, GPS and impact sen
sors. We need the solar panel in order 
to be able to send information every 
ten minutes. Depending on the fleet, 
we equip wagons with a full/empty 
sensor in order to dispatch empty wag
ons more quickly, for example. And 
finally, we equip some of the wagons 
with temperature and humidity sen
sors. This is important when trans
porting coils, for example, in order to 
minimise the risk of corrosion. To date, 
we have fitted around 55,500 wagons 
with the digital equipment. 

How does WI work in everyday use?

 KOCH TO KRAX The wagon 
and its telematics device are connected 
by a specially developed app. The 
wagon data is then sent to the DB 
Cloud via the mobile network. It is 
combined in the cloud with other busi
ness data on the type and condition of 
the wagon. We obtain this data from 
our existing systems, such as the dis

_ Gerrit Koch to 
Krax has headed 
the Wagon Intelli-
gence project at 
DB Cargo since 
2017.
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T
he value of a tightly connected 
international rail network is 
something that the manufac
turers of household appliances 
recognised a long time ago. 

DB Cargo transports 13,000 wagon
loads of white goods across Europe on 
behalf of these clients every year.  
One of the most important is BSH, 
Europe�s largest producer of domestic 
appliances. BSH has now ordered more 
transport services from DB Cargo and 
its sister company TRANSA. The two 
rail companies have been tasked with 
hauling items from BSH�s two Polish 
plants (Lodz and Wrocław) to Ger
many. According to Markus Elstner, 

A network for 
BSH�s household 
appliances

Markus Elstner,  
Account Manager, DB Cargo

markus.elstner@deutschebahn.com

account manager at DB Cargo, “We 
have made the most of our network�s 
advantages when handling consign
ments for BSH by offering block trains 
along with Europewide single wagon
load transports. This means that 
almost all BSH sites in Europe have 
now been connected to DB Cargo�s 
network.” Since summer 2020, up to 
four block trains have been making 
return journeys between the factories 
in Poland and the German town of 
Nauen. Located near Berlin, Nauen is 
the site of a logistics hub serving cent
ral Europe, and the BSH plant there 
has had a private siding ever since it 
opened in 1996. DB Cargo also handles 

With their block trains, single wagonloads and 
plant shunting services, DB Cargo and TRANSA 
Spedition have won the contract to provide the 
full rail transport service between Polish plants 
and Germany.

the sorting and shunting of incoming 
wagons between the station and this 
private siding.

Direct trains to Nauen

Cookers, ovens, washing machines 
and driers produced in Lodz are loaded 
onto block trains operated by local sub
sidiary DB Cargo Poland. They arrive 
in Germany within 27 hours. Interop
erable locomotives have eliminated the 
need to change the engine at the bor
der, thus reducing the journey time. 

Fridges are the main item produced 
at the Wrocław plant, and some 1,600 
consignments use the European  
single wagonload network to make  
the journey from the plant to Nauen 
every year. BSH logistics agent Anna 
Katharina Mager says, “We awarded 
the transport contract to DB Cargo and 
TRANSA because they can provide  
an allinclusive package of logistics 
solutions from a single source. Their 
Europewide single wagonload system 
is an excellent option for shipping  
our products to several different  
countries. The system is reliable and  
sustainable, and trains also run on  
a frequent basis.”

Across all of Europe

BSH Hausgeräte has been doing busi
ness with TRANSA and DB Cargo for 
many years. Rail transports ply the 
entire continent, including a route 
which extends from Turkey to Scandi
navia. The manufacturer�s affinity for 
trains benefits DB Cargo, as most BSH 
production sites have their own pri
vate sidings. 

According to senior account man
ager Gerhard Barnasch, “The fact that 
trains can transport large volumes  
efficiently and reliably isn�t the only 
consideration at BSH. Sustainability is 
another factor: trains eliminate tens of 
thousands of lorry journeys every year 
and have lower emission profiles than 
road vehicles.” •

_ Large applian-
ces such as fridges 
and washing 
machines are  
warehoused at the 
Nauen logistics 
centre, which covers 
63,000 square 
metres.
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For  
contented  

cats

C
onsumer goods company 
Mars Petcare puts its trans
port contracts out to tender 
every year. According to 
Karsten Rotter from 

DB Cargo, “Following this bidding 
process, DB Cargo received orders for 
larger rail consignments. Working 
with our sister company TRANSA, we 
have increased volume by 30%, with 
France seeing major growth. We are 
now transporting some 70,000 tonnes 
of pet products from different plants 
around Europe to the central storage 
facility in France each year.”

Mars Petcare, a DB Cargo and 
TRANSA Spedition customer, is a  
German subsidiary of Mars Incorpo
rated. The company started producing 
pet food in the northern German town 

of Verden 60 years ago. DB Cargo and 
TRANSA Spedition can look back on 
what is now a longestablished busi
ness relationship with Mars. Under 
the new contract, the rail freight opera
tors use slidingwall wagons to collect 
consignments at eight different Mars 
plants around Europe and haul them 
to France. Gytis Racius says of his com
pany Mars Petcare, “We thought it 
important that DB Cargo harnesses 
the full strength and flexibility of  
its Europewide single wagonload  
network – not just in Germany, but in 
other European countries as well.”  
As a case in point, the consignments 
for France are merged using the Rail
net France system, which is managed 
by DB Cargo’s subsidiary Euro Cargo 
Rail (ECR). 

Karsten Rotter, 
Account manager, DB Cargo

karsten.rotter@deutschebahn.com

“We thought it 
important that 
DB Cargo har-
nesses the full 
strength and  

flexibility of its 
Europe-wide  

single wagonload 
network – not 

just in Germany, 
but in other  
European 

 countries as well.”
GYTIS RACIUS 
Mars Petcare 

Flexibility matters

Mars considers two factors to be essen
tial above all else. One is the flexibility 
of the rail services. Rotter provides an 
example: “By upping the frequency of 
Railnet France services, we were able 
to increase capacity and decrease tran
sit times.” The other factor is sustaina
bility. Gerhard Barnasch from 
TRANSA says, “The cargo we now 
haul by train would otherwise be  
carried by lorry. Our service has made 
logistics at Mars more sustainable. 
This is a critical point for the entire 
industry.” The contract has another 
beneficial outcome for DB Cargo. 
Higher freight volumes for Mars simul
taneously increase the stability of 
Railnet France operations while help
ing to minimise volatility in its system  
as a whole. •

And delighted dogs. DB Cargo and TRANSA 
Spedition are handling even more rail freight 
for pet food manufacturer Mars Petcare as 
transports of its products increase, above all  
to France.
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On route to achieve 
sustainable steel

DB Cargo, Saarstahl and Dillinger design sustainable  
logistics solutions, helping Saarland’s steel sector to cut  
CO₂ emissions. An overview.
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_ Steel from the 
German state of 
Saarland is used  
in a multitude  
of projects, such  
as the construction 
of offshore wind 
turbines.

S teel production requires a 
huge amount of energy, so 
the sector is constantly 
working to obtain this 
power from sustainable 

sources. Some innovative ideas include 
new supply models, the use of hydro
gen and the development of efficient 
processes with low energy needs. Sus
tainable logistics is another approach. 
StahlHoldingSaar, the parent com
pany of Dillinger and Saarstahl, has 
four production sites in Saarland.  
The company considers sustainability 
to be particularly important, and it has 
found a dynamic partner for this prior
ity in the form of DB Cargo. 

“We are SHS’s partner for efficient 
and ecofriendly logistics concepts,” 
says Katja Sander, head of sales at 
DB Cargo’s Metals 1 team. “Whether 
it’s incoming raw materials, interplant 
shipments or steel transportation ser
vices, we handle transports with a 
combined volume of some 10 million 
tonnes every year,” says Sanders.

Evercloser cooperation between 
SHS and DB Cargo in recent years has 
prompted the steelmaker’s strategic 
choice of the DB subsidiary as its ser
vice provider. The steel manufactured 
by Saarstahl and Dillinger in Saarland 
is used for many purposes – making 
wire for the car sector and sheet metal 
for offshore wind turbines are just two 
of them.

DB Cargo and SHS have worked 
together to come up with innovative 
concepts for supplying plants and 
transporting finished products. One of 
their solutions is the shuttle system, 
which combines short transit times 
and the flexibility of the single wagon
load system. First, SHS’s freight is con
solidated and then transported by  
shuttle train to various destinations, 
such as the Ruhr district. Then, con
signments are rerouted to their final 
destinations via highperformance 

Network with satellites:  
Freight is transported from Hagen’s  
marshalling yard to the “satellites” – 
smaller stations used by customers. 

Single wagonload traffic:  
Because DB Cargo splits up shuttle trains 
and consolidates them at Hagen, the 
company can forward even individual 
wagons to the satellite stations quickly 
and flexibly. 

Hagen is the site of one of DB Cargo’s 
high-performance marshalling yards. At 
this yard, wagons are shunted over the 
hump and then roll into a track where the 
train for a certain destination is being 
formed. This is how DB Cargo connects 
its regular shuttle trains with the single 
wagonload network.

THE SAAR- 
RUHR SHUTTLE 

1    Consolidation of cargo from Saar-
stahl plants in Neunkirchen, Malstatt 
in Saarbrücken and Völklingen.

2    Shuttle train leaves for the Ruhr 
district. Single freight wagons are 
grouped together to form a new 
single wagonload train at the Hagen 
production centre. 

3     The new consolidated train leaves 
Hagen for destinations in the single 
wagonload network. These include 
Hamm, Mülheim (near Cologne), 
Burbach (Siegen district), Blerick 
(Netherlands), Duisburg, Gevelsberg, 
Lethmathe, Plettenberg, Wittlage 
and other smaller stations.

Neunkirchen

Netherlands

Belgium

Germany

France

Blerick

Wittlage

Burbach

Cologne

Hamm

HAGEN

Saarbrücken

Völklingen

Production site StahlHolding-Saar (SHS)

High-performance marshalling yard

Satellites in the single wagonload network

Saar-Ruhr-Shuttle

1

2

3

3
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marshalling yards. “Combining 
freight like this means we can make 
maximum use of train capacity,” says 
Stephan Denzer, key account manager 
for Saarstahl at DB Cargo. “This gives 
the railway a further environmental 
edge over road transport, even as we 
use fast overnight services to move our 
cargo,” he adds.

Efficiency is also a priority in inter
plant transport. SHS and DB Cargo 
have developed an optimised concept 
which enables them to use a single 
train to supply several plants at once. 
Michael Grossmann, head of global 
logistics at SHS, says, “This not only 
increases efficiency but flexibility too, 
which is an important consideration, 
particularly given the reality of ever
shorter delivery cycles.” 

Shift to rail

The companies’ cooperation has 
already resulted in a measurable drop 
in CO₂ emissions. Sander says, “At the 
start of July 2020, we presented SHS 
with five certificates confirming CO₂ 
emission reductions. By using our ser
vices, the company generated 80,000 
tonnes less carbon dioxide in 2019. It 
also meant 4,000 fewer inland water
way trips and some 200,000 fewer 
lorry runs, which reduced congestion 
on the motorway.” A smaller carbon 
footprint is a significant factor in SHS’s 
move towards greater sustainability, 
which is why the certificates’ presenta
tion was marked by an event which 

Stephan Denzer,  
Key account manager, DB Cargo

stephan.denzer@deutschebahn.com

saw Pierre Timmermans, DB Cargo’s 
Board member for Sales, hand the 
documents to Sybille EhlersMorais de 
Oliveira, managing director of SHS 
Logistics. “We want to elevate our 
shift from road to rail transport to 
 another level in 2020. This is in line 
with our corporate strategy, which 
puts sustainability centre stage,” says 
EhlersMorais de Oliveira. Pierre 
 Timmermans also views the strategic 
partnership between SHS and 
DB Cargo as a success: “We are suppor
ting this transition at SHS in our capa
city as the company’s environmentally 
friendly and efficient logistics partner. 
Our network offers the company an 
environmental benefit in addition to 
logistical advantages. We want to cont
inue with our successful joint mission 
of shifting more freight to the rails.”

Planning with the big picture  
in mind

Cooperation between SHS and its rail 
service provider also goes beyond the 
company’s immediate brief. As Sander 
explains it, “When transporting 
freight, we apply the principle of ‘total 
optimisation’. This means that we 
study transports along the entire  
valueadded chain at SHS and adjust 
them accordingly to ensure they are 
efficient.” This has a number of impli
cations. One is DB Cargo’s close coordi
nation with Saarstahl’s rail company 
SaarRail when providing services 

1 _ Left to right: 
Mike Schmidt, 
Saar-Rail, and 
Stephan Denzer, 
DB Cargo, with the 
CO2 reduction 
certificate.

2 _ Steel wire and 
rods are normally 
transported in 
Rilsy, Rsy or Res 
wagons.

such as shuttle train transports. This 
in turn enables both sides to develop 
highly efficient deployment plans for 
staff, wagons and locomotives.

Looking ahead to the future and 
the digitalisation of logistics, SHS and 
DB Cargo plan to continue expanding 
their digital informationsharing acti
vities. “Currently, we are jointly 
developing a range of solutions which 
will increase transparency and make 
for improved planning,” Grossman 
says. For example, the business part
ners intend to digitalise the procedures 
for maintaining supplies of empty 
wagons, which will improve perfor
mance when dispatching rolling stock 
and optimise plant logistics processes.

Innovative freight wagons are ano
ther item on the agenda. SHS and 
DB Cargo are working together to 
develop new types of freight wagons so 
they can increase transport efficiency 
even more. The goal of both companies 
is to have modular, weightoptimised 
freight wagons at their disposal. “The 
special thing about our partnership is 
that we have put so many of our collec
tively generated ideas into action,” 
says Sander. •

“By using our  
services, SHS  

generated 80,000 
tonnes less  

carbon dioxide  
in 2019.”

KATJA SANDER
Head of sales for Metals 1  

DB Cargo 
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W
e didn’t hear much about 
collaboration in the block 
train business between 
DB Cargo BTT and BP 
Europa SE in 2019, but the 

companies have resumed their joint 
activities in grand style in 2020. Accor
ding to Sven Bendler, DB Cargo BTT’s 
account manager for BP Europa SE, 
“Ten years ago, we used to transport 
large quantities of mineral oil by train 
for BP, but the volumes for block train 
services declined successively over the 
years. In 2019, our role was to continue 
providing an extensive range of single 
wagonload services for the oil com
pany.” All of that has now changed, he 
says. “At the end of 2019, we won the 
contract to handle some of BP’s block 
train requirements in the volatile 
mineral oil market again.” The most 
important factors in BP’s call for ten
ders were the costeffectiveness, relia
bility, flexibility and environmental 
profile of transport services. The 
package offered by DB Cargo BTT 
scored well on all of them, as Torben 
Knief from BP Europa SE confirms. 
“Ultimately, it was DB Cargo BTT’s 
ability to tailor a solution to meet  
our requirements which impressed us 
the most.”

The contract started on 1 January 
2020, and DB Cargo BTT is now once 
more handling regular block train 
connections between BP Europa SE’s 
sites and multiple tank farms. Provi
ding these services poses a challenge, 

Restarting an old 
business relationship

_ The Scholven 
plant in Gelsen-
kirchen covers  
some 250 hectares 
and employs over 
800 people.

MORE ABOUT 
BP EUROPA SE

•  International mineral oil and energy 
company 

•  Produces petrol, heating oil, kerosene, 
diesel, liquid gasses, oils and chemical 
components from petroleum

•  German headquarters located in  
Hamburg

•  2019 revenues of approx. EUR 41 billion

• Over 11,000 employees 

• 3,897 filling stations as at 2019Sven Bendler,  
Account manager, DB Cargo BTT

sven.bendler@deutschebahn.com

as the recipients at tank farms get their 
supplies from different dispatching 
locations, and these can change over 
time at irregular intervals. “This requi
res considerable flexibility and reliabi
lity. DB Cargo BTT has proven itself 
over the past few months with its 
strong performance,” Knief says. “It 
goes without saying that we have to 
keep this up and continue providing 
highquality services which meet our 
customer’s requirements. This will 
enable us to sustain the expansion of 
our business relationship into the 
future,” says Sven Bendler. •

Strong performance: 
DB Cargo BTT resumes 
volatile block 
train transports for  
BP Europa SE.
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_ Some 500 
employees have 
been working to 
keep supply lines 
open despite the 
pandemic. 

Staying strong 
together in the 
pandemic
Despite the impact of Covid-19, DB Cargo 
remains a reliable partner for OMV’s 
Burghausen refinery.

E
conomic activity dropped off 
sharply during Germany�s 
nationwide lockdown in 
response to the Covid19 
pandemic. The crisis has 

also had farreaching consequences at 
the OMV refinery at Burghausen in 
Bavaria, where management was faced 
with an unprecedented set of challen
ges. The refinery is classified as part of 
Germany’s critical infrastructure due 
to its high importance for the country 
and government. Not only does the 
site play a key role in maintaining fil
ling station supplies, but it also pro
duces fuel for use by all national emer
gency services, supplies heating oil for 
private homes and businesses, and is a 
source of basic chemical products such 

as ethylene and propylene which are 
used by nearby chemical companies. 
Shifting demand prompted the refinery 

to ramp up production for the petro
chemical sector, whose products are 
needed for many essential items such 
as medical equipment, facemasks and 
protective clothing. Timo Herthan is 
head of production at OMV’s Burghau
sen refinery. According to Herthan, 
“We have worked closely with our 
logistics partner DB Cargo in order to 
maintain reliable supply lines to custo
mers by train. DB Cargo’s custom 
tailored services, short reaction times 
and flexibility meant that, despite the 
ongoing crisis, we have been able to 
develop a solid transport concept 
which safeguards our joint supply 
activities for customers.”

Looking at the figures, DB Cargo 
has doubled its service and now pro
vides two block trains every day at 
OMV’s tank farm in Feldkirchen, a feat 
which has required tremendous effort 
and focus from the local team. 
DB Cargo’s Munich site manager  
Florian Zölch says, “OMV provides the 
loads, and we provide the necessary 
services and expertise. The customer 
knows they can rely on us with abso
lute certainty. Safety, in particular, is 
our number one priority.” As Daniel 
Röder, senior account manager for 
OMV, adds, “We were in a position to 
respond rapidly to OMV’s changing 
needs, particularly because we work 
together on improving performance 
and are in regular contact with one 
another, not to mention because we 
focus on what our customers need and 
adapt our services accordingly.”

This approach seems to have paid 
off handsomely. After all, DB Cargo 
and OMV Deutschland have been 
close business partners for over 20 
years, as Herthan, production mana
ger at OMV, readily confirms. “With 
DB Cargo at our side, we know we have 
a partner who is familiar with our pro
cesses. We have worked with them for 
decades; we have been through thick 
and thin with them, and we know we 
can rely on them completely.” •

ABOUT THE BURG-
HAUSEN REFINERY

The refinery in Burghausen is at the core 
of OMV’s business in Germany. The site 
processes some 3.8 million tonnes of 
crude oil annually. In addition to middle 
distillates such as kerosene, diesel and 
heating oil, the site primarily produces 
basic compounds for the petrochemical 
sector, including ethylene, propylene and 
butadiene.

Daniel Röder,  
Senior account manager, DB Cargo BTT

daniel.roeder@deutschebahn.com
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A major project 
gets two green 
solutions

1 _ Some 300 lorry 
loads of excavated 
earth must be 
removed from the 
site every day.

2 _ More than 40 
cranes will spend 
two years moving 
some 270,000 m3 
of concrete and 
60,000 tonnes of 
steel. 

3 _ Once complete, 
Terminal 3 will be 
used by up to 25 
million passengers.  

4 _ The contami-
nated soil is loaded 
into containers 
bound for the DUSS 
terminal at Leipzig- 
Wahren, which has 
an annual tran-
shipment capacity 
of 220,000 TEUs.

T erminal 3 is currently being 
built at Frankfurt Airport, 
the largest construction site 
in Germany. However, the 
site is on a former US army 

airbase, where excavation has uncov
ered contaminated soil. As a result, 
200,000 m3 of soil contaminated with 
polyfluorinated chemicals (PFC) 
must now be properly disposed of or 
treated for safe reuse. The ideal 
 partner for this undertaking is no 
other than DB Cargo!

Enough to fill 100 Olympic-size 
swimming pools

BLUES hired DB Cargo to remove the 
200,000 m3 of soil, which could fill 
about 100 Olympicsize swimming 
pools. Some 30,000 m3 have already 
been transported from the construction 
site. Marc van der Las is head of sales, 
waste logistics and projects at 
DB Cargo. According to van der Las,  
“To tackle this project, we developed a 
doortodoor concept which sends two 
block trains from Frankfurt (Main) 
Ost station to LeipzigWahren station 
every week. We are also planning to 
use Fraport�s private siding to trans
port soil to a sandwashing plant in the 
 German state of Thuringia using our 

DB Cargo is the perfect business partner for disposing of 
contaminated soil on behalf of BLUES, otherwise known as 
Bayerische Logistik Umwelt & Entsorgungs Systeme GmbH.

1

2

3
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SHORT FACTS

DB Cargo�s door-to-door logistics 
 operations combine the benefits of both 
rail and road haulage to deliver the best 
possible results. The company creates 
new service and cost-saving opportunities 
for its customers by providing rail-focussed, 
intelligent logistics solutions which are 
custom-tailored for any industry. 

“Our solution is  
highly flexible und sustainable. 

In addition, we manage 
 every thing centrally at DB Cargo.”

MARC VAN DER LAS
Head of sales, waste logistics and projects, DB Cargo

4
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DB CARGO'S DOOR-TO-DOOR LOGISTICS 
 SERVICES CREATE VALUE FOR CUSTOMERS IN 
MANY DIFFERENT WAYS

  Provide eco-friendly transport by rail

  Optimise supply chains to meet customer needs

  Transport freight in any form: packaged, loose, solid, liquid, on pallets or in bulk

  Provide extensive network with extremely capable business partners

  Offer cost-cutting potential thanks to outsourcing

  Offer affordable pricing on long routes

  Provide round-the-clock logistics without time restrictions on transport

  Managed by a single source Marc van der Las,  
Head of sales, waste logistics and projects, DB Cargo

marc.van-der-las@deutschebahn.com

single wagonload system.” Both  
connections can carry about 3,500 
tonnes of soil every week and will 
 eventually haul a total of some 100,000 
tonnes. Negotiations to add more trains 
to the concept are currently underway. 

In two weeks, DB Cargo designed 
an integrated, attractively priced 
transport concept unlike any other. 
As van der Las explains it,  “The con
cept gives BLUES a huge advantage, 
namely that the company can com
bine a range of logistics solutions for 
transporting waste generated in large 
construction projects or by major 
 customers. Our solution is extremely 
flexible und sustainable. In addition, 
we manage everything centrally at 
DB Cargo.” 

Van der Las says this ecofriendly, 
doortodoor logistics concept demon
strates how agile DB Cargo is.  “We 
have shifted most of the road transports 
to the rail network. In this way, we have 
slashed CO2 emissions generated not 
just by our client BLUES, but also by 
Fraport, the end customer. The 
 reduction in emissions is considerable.” 
Combined with the proper disposal 
of the contaminated soil, this solution 
represents a twofold win for the 
 environment. •

5 _ A DUSS tran-
shipment terminal 
which can accom-
modate block trains 
opened at Frankfurt 
(Main) Ost station 
in 2004.

6 _ Two gantry 
cranes, each 
 covering four 
tracks, can move 
up to 70,000  
containers every 
month.

5 6
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I N T E R V I E W

“I thought it would be 
more complicated”

Birgit Gehr and her team are in charge of ensuring the proper  
treatment and disposal of contaminated soil. The managing director of 

BLUES talks to us about pain points, environmental footprints and  
positive take-aways.

Birgit, how important are 
 sustainable freight logistics to you?

 BIRGIT GEHR:  To start with, 
within the logistics sector, we consider 
it extremely important to work with 
specially licensed and approved 
 companies. We have found a reliable 
and capable partner in DB Cargo. At 
the same time, companies in the waste 
disposal sector also have to move 
large quantities of freight, both on a 
national and international level. 
Reducing traffic levels in the road 
transport spot market will therefore 
play a major role going forward. Finally, 
nobody – from waste producers to 
 disposal specialists – can ignore the 
sustainabilityrelated considerations 
at play here. After all, environmental 
footprints will soon be treated as 
goods to be bought and sold.

What was the biggest pain point 
related to this project's waste 
 logistics?

 BG:  In this project, it was the 
challenge of removing the large quan
tities of contaminated material which 
were excavated every day without 
causing aroundtheclock traffic chaos 
at the construction site. If you think 
about the number of lorries we would 
have needed for this project, we would 
have had to work with many different 
freight forwarders. Coordinating all of 
this would have meant far more work 

for our project manager Sophie 
 Kloepfer. Because we work with 
DB Cargo, we have access to consistent 
service in terms of quality, reliability 
and time, with a dedicated team of 
 professionals overseeing everything.

Why did you choose DB Cargo 
for this project?

 BG:  One reason was because we 
wanted centralised coordination for the 
project's logistics, combined with the 
effectiveness of a doortodoor product 
on the rails. In this regard, DB Cargo 
surprised us with their flexibility and 
very straightforward project handling. 
In our work together, we have also 
 substantially improved the environmen
tal footprints of everyone involved in 
the project. This kind of improvement is 
not necessarily a given these days.

What goals have you set for 
the future?

 BG:  Our common goal is to join 
forces so we can use rail services to 
transport even larger volumes from 
the entire spectrum of mineral wastes 
and residues, both on a national and 
international level. The profound 
expertise DB Cargo has in the field 
of handling and managing waste 
 products by train can help us create 
more efficient and sustainable 
 logistics services for our processing 
and treatment plants, as well as 
for other disposal processes. One 
thing we now know is that logistics 
can be both economically viable 
and sustainable. 

BLUES

Ranging from incinerator plants and 
 landfill sites to regreening projects, pits 
and potash heaps, the solutions offered 
by Bayerische Logistik Umwelt & 
 Entsorgungssysteme GmbH (BLUES) are 
safe, individualised and clean. The 
plant-operating company processes a huge 
range of materials before their final 
 treatment. BLUES' portfolio also includes 
restoration work after fire damage, landfill 
removal and demolition work, in addition 
to individualised consultancy services and 
the creation of waste management plans.

_ Birgit Gehr founded BLUES with 
 Alexandra Wehner in 2002 and has  

served as the company's managing director 
ever since.
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On the  
right track

T his May, DB Cargo launched 
a new regular shuttle connec
tion between the Cologne/
Aachen region in western 
Germany and the Hautsde

France region in northern France. 
In conjunction with Dbplantrain and 
Dbflextrain feeder and distributor 
services, the shuttle connects places 
such as the Ruhr district, the Cologne 
region, the economic area around  Calais 
and Dunkirk, and locations in the UK, 
accessed via the Channel Tunnel. 

One customer is Deutsche Edelstahl
werke Specialty Steel GmbH & Co. KG 
(DEW). In the past, the company would 
send blocks of steel from its plant 
in Witten to a sister site in Dunkirk, 
located in northern France. When 
DEW used to prepare freight for 
 transport, the company would plan 
around a fixed train schedule. Stefan 
Künnemann, who works in Industrial 
Sales, SHS Logistics and Electric 
Steel at DB Cargo, says, “Production 
then switched from raw blocks to 

_ The steel bar 
production line 
at the Siegen plant 
operated by 
Deutsche Edelstahl-
werke Specialty Steel 
GmbH & Co KG.

A planning-friendly, 
flexible shuttle  
service sets the bar 
higher at DEW.
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_ Steel bars are 
normally trans-
ported on open flat 
wagons. �

rolled steel bars. These days, our sister 
plant in Dunkirk only performs final 
heat treatment, finishing and quality 
checks on the bars. However, we were 
no longer able to gear the production of 
these bars to fit a logistics schedule 
anymore because the manufacturing 
processes had become substantially 
more integrated and complex.” A 
 different, more flexible solution had to 
be found instead. The two companies 
gathered to discuss ideas. Some were 
rejected, but the end product was a sys
tem that is as flexible as it is reliable. 

Active capacity management

Christian Kampf is head of traffic 
 management on the DB Cargo team 

DEW

Headquartered in Witten, Deutsche Edel-
stahlwerke Specialty Steel GmbH & Co. 
KG (DEW) is a subsidiary of SCHMOLZ + 
BICKENBACH AG and the world’s leading 
name in the manufacture and processing 
of long steel products. DEW’s product 
portfolio includes innovative, customised 
solutions made of engineering steel, tool 
steel, and rust-, acid- and heat-resistant 
steel varieties.

NORTHERN FRANCE SHUTTLE

The route runs from Witten to Leffrinckoucke via Krefeld, Viersen, Mönchengladbach, 
Herzogenrath, Aachen West, Liège, Erquelinnes/Jeumont and Dunkirk.

Stefan Künnemann,  
Industrial Sales, DB Cargo

stefan.kuennemann@deutschebahn.com

shows that freight volumes below the 
minimum threshold required for a 
block train can actually add up to block 
trains with fixedschedule service,” 
says Künnemann. 

The new concept has also created 
new opportunities. As Künnemann 
explains it, “The regular shuttle 
 provides us with fixed production 
locations, and we can make set plans 
for deploying resources at them. 
We have added the adaptability of a 
Dbflextrain to the reliability of a 
Dbplantrain.” At the moment, DEW 
fills a train�s entire capacity on a set 
route. However, the next stage could 
see consignments from different 
 customers being grouped together to 
form a mixed train consisting of 
many wagons. “If a customer wants 
to  transport loads from Germany to 
France or vice versa, they have the 
option of using the available capacity 
on a number of different days,” 
 Künnemann says. •

responsible for network concepts in 
southwestern Europe. “We designed 
the capacity of the shuttle for northern 
France around the systematic and 
 efficient use of resources. Our shuttles 
run along a route through a transport 
corridor we hadn�t used much in the 
past.” According to Kampf, this has 
translated to reliability and flexibility. 
“The number of trains is adjusted 
every week in our active approach to 
capacity management. Our medium 
and longterm planning activities are 
also focussed on our customers� needs 
so that we can keep scaling up capacity 
as much as possible. The shuttle is 
available to all of our clients, and it can 
be booked on short notice as well.”

One particular challenge the con
cept designers faced was that the final 
kilometres of the line running to the 
Dunkirk plant have infrastructurere
lated restrictions. The new system 
offers customers a major advantage. 
Since departure times are fixed, they 
can place orders at short notice, which 
in turn gives their production sites 
longer lead times and greater room to 
manoeuvre. For DEW, the shuttle 
to northern France makes transport 
scheduling much more flexible.

DEW currently uses one of the four 
shuttle runs offered by DB to and 
from France every week. The rail link 
will transport some 30,000 tonnes of 
DEW�s steel bars between Witten and 
Dunkirk every year, the equivalent of 
about 30 complete trains in total. “This 

Witten

Liège

Leffrinckoucke

Aachen
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Looking  
to the  
future

_ The gantry 
cranes can move 
load units weighing 
up to 40 tonnes.
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Looking  
to the  
future

H aving taken around two 
years to build and 
 measuring 120,000 m2, 
the former shunting yard 
in Lehrte, a town in 

northern Germany, is now home to one 
of the most modern fast transhipment 
terminals for combined transport in 
Germany and Europe, and is the first 
of its kind in the country. After an 
investment of around EUR 170 mil
lion from DB and the  German govern
ment, the pilot project is up and  
running. The terminal will enable 
DB Cargo to continue offering its cus
tomers processing solutions that are 
flexible, tailored and, above all, faster.

After all, there is a reason why its 
name starts with “Mega”. The termi
nal’s various innovations will greatly 
accelerate load unit transhipment.  
Instead of manoeuvring freight wagons 
in the conventional way to form new 
trains, the containers,  trailers and 
track bridges are processed individu
ally as they arrive and are automati
cally allocated to freight trains based 
on their destination. This saves time 
and money, while also drastically 
reducing noise exposure.

DB Cargo at its best

Operations at the MegaHub in Lehrte 
began in midJune with railroad 
 transhipment for Hellmann, a DB Cargo 
customer. Fast transhipment between 
trains will start in early 2021, according 
to Enrico Schulz, head of the Planning 
and Operations team for local service 
at DB Cargo: “This will see us process 
four freight trains simultaneously 
for a large German logistics customer 

Setting new benchmarks in combined transport. 
The MegaHub fast transhipment facility in 
Lehrte began operations in mid-2020, initially as 
a road-rail terminal. The facility is also helping 
DB Cargo to strengthen its network.

once a week. “Logistics company 
Kombiverkehr, a shareholder and 
coinitiator of the MegaHub, also plans 
to use the infrastructure facility. 
 Kombiverkehr is active all over Europe 
and plans to start offering service 

“In future,  
rail transport  
for freight will  

be just as simple 
as it is for 

 passengers. At 
the MegaHub in 

 Lehrte, load units 
will change trains 
almost as easily 
as passengers 

at Hanover main 
 station.”

HEIKO KREBS
Head of production at Kombiverkehr
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from Lehrte with three continuous 
routes and two local train products. 
The company plans to incorporate the 
transhipment terminal into its own 
network, initially with northsouth 
transport and eventually westeast 
transport. The operations are slated to 
take place at night in two waves. And 
they need to be fast, as the aim is for 
transhipment to take no longer than 
three hours for each train. This is a real 
challenge, including for the DB Cargo 
staff on site. “We have a wagon inspector 
stationed wherever load units will be 
shifted to other wagons. We have 
about 45 minutes to inspect the wagons, 
including performing a brake test 
and completing transport handling 
for the train. To do this at the necessary 
level of quality, we have a team of 
wagon inspectors working together,” 
says Schulz.

Mega fast, mega effective

One of the most important parts of the 
fast transhipment terminal in Lehrte 
is the automatic sorting system, which 
forms the core of the MegaHub. Three 
highperformance gantry cranes, each 
measuring 20 m in height, do what 
they do best on the 720metrelong 
transhipment sidings. The cranes will 
number six when the terminal is 
 complete. The cranes are supported by 
12 batterypowered driverless transport 

1 _ The cranes used 
to move loads from 
rail to lorry and 
between different 
trains are around 
80 m wide.

2 _ The six 
 transhipment 
 sidings are over 
700 m long.

OVERVIEW OF  
MILESTONES

The MegaHub in Lehrte has been a long 
time in the making, with planning going 
back all the way to 1992. Back then, 
 developers found that the old shunting 
yard was home to endangered sand lizards. 
A comprehensive plan was developed 
to protect the animals, which involved 
bringing the lizards to a new home.

• 02/1993: 
 Start of planning, including 
location inspection

• 04/2005: 
Planning approval

• 09/2011: 
Project restarted

• 06/2012:  
Signing of the financing agreement 
with the German government

• 02/2018: 
Planning modification approval  
including automatic guided vehicles 
(AGVs)

• 05/2018: 
Groundbreaking ceremony

• 12/2019: 
Partial technical commissioning  
and start of trial operations

• 06/2020: 
Start of rail-road transhipments 
with regular transports

• From Q4 2020: 
 Start of rail-rail transhipment

“Bringing the 
MegaHub in 

Lehrte online is 
an important 
step towards 

pooling combined 
transport loads 

and implementing 
innovative  
production 
schemes.”

ANDRÉ BÖTTCHER
Head of intermodal terminal management 

and regional planning at DB Cargo

1
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vehicles known as automated guided 
vehicles (AGVs). These vehicles 
transport the goods along the sidings 
to the intended wagon once the gantry 
crane has unloaded a load unit. Once 
the load unit arrives at the wagon, the 
crane picks it up again and places it 
on the train, which then transports 
the freight to its final destination. The 
AGVs reduce the cranes’ workload 
while saving energy and enabling more 
efficient loading and unloading. 
A sophisticated central computer 
manages the individual parts of the 
yard and the overarching processes. 
In future, the goal is for up to 70% of 
intermodal transport units to be 
moved to other trains by crane, with 
the rest remaining on the trains. ”The 
transhipment process at the MegaHub 
is largely automatic. A single crane 
here can move up to 30 load units per 
hour,” says Nicole Brandenburg, 
 terminal manager at the MegaHub in 
Lehrte. “The trains can also enter 
the facility at coasting speed. This 
 generally eliminates the need for 
shunting with a locomotive, which 
makes this terminal truly special.” 

“The MegaHub  
in Lehrte is 

 bringing a new 
production model 

for combined 
transport   

to market.”
NICOLE BRANDENBURG

Terminal manager MegaHub Lehrte 

“The MegaHub in 
Lehrte represents 

both a huge 
opportunity and 

challenge  
in rail logistics. 

We can only 
 overcome the 
complexity of 
planning and 
operations in 

transport chains 
by working 

together with ter-
minal operators, 
DB Netz and our 

customers.”
PETR KÜHN

Logistics and intermodal sales planning, 
DB Cargo 

DB NETZ

DB Netz AG manages rail infrastructure 
for Deutsche Bahn. The company is 
responsible for the railway network, 
which encompasses almost 33,400 km 
and includes all of the equipment 
required for operations.

2
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Test run a complete success

“We spent the first few months 
 designing the processes, alleviating 
growing pains and putting the facility’s 
components through the paces. We 
also trained intensively as a team to 
prepare for any issues that might 
arise,” says Brandenburg, the terminal 
manager currently on site with 12 
employees. The terminal aims to set 
new benchmarks and further reinforce 
the competitiveness of sustainable rail 
transport. According to André Böttcher, 
head of intermodal terminal manage
ment and regional planning at 
DB Cargo, one element is of particular 
importance: “Bringing the MegaHub 
in Lehrte online is an important step 
towards pooling combined transport 
loads and implementing innovative 
production schemes. However, to 
achieve these goals, all of the different 
components have to work well 
together. DB Cargo, together with its 
customers, partners and service 
 providers, will make this a success.”

Kombiverkehr a pioneer  
right from the start

Kombiverkehr has been an important 
part of the MegaHub’s early success. 
“We have been involved in the project 
from the very beginning. Our limited 
partners in particular, especially 
Dieter Kunze from Spedition Kunze 
in Bielefeld, have carefully guided 
the project the entire way,” says 
Armin Riedl, CEO of Kombiverkehr. 
Lars Herrig, head of key account  
 management for Kombiverkehr at 

DB Cargo, agrees with this assessment. 
“Kombiverkehr’s expertise as a 
panEuropean network operator was 
a big help in driving the MegaHub 
in Lehrte forwards. In future, the 
 company wants to incorporate the hub 
into its network to help shift more 
goods to the rails.”

That’s because Kombiverkehr is 
not only active as a shareholder. 
 Having provided combined transport 
service across Europe for more than 
50 years, the company is also plan
ning to use the hub. As for future 
growth, the sky’s the limit. “We aim 
to continue expanding German and 
international transport, while 
 reinforcing the value of combined 
transport for the long term. The 
 MegaHub in Lehrte gives us the per
fect tools to do this,” says Heiko Krebs, 
head of production at Kombiverkehr. 

“Kombiverkehr’s 
expertise as a 
pan-European 

network operator 
was a big help in 

driving the 
 MegaHub in 

Lehrte forwards.”
LARS HERRIG

Head of key account management  
Kombiverkehr, DB Cargo 

For Kombiverkehr, the journey is 
just as important as the destination, 
says Krebs. “This is completely new 
territory for us and we need more 
 experience to see how the entire sys
tem works best. It’s crucial that ever
yone involved, including the operating 
 company, DB Cargo, DB Netz and us, 
work closely together and contribute 
our own experiences. This will help us 
develop innovative solutions which 
will continue improving the terminal 
and ensure its success.” 

According to Krebs, investing in 
research and development is essential, 
as is connecting the surrounding 
region to combined transport. “This 
will provide us with opportunities and 
help us attract new customers. The 
more businesses use the fast transition 
terminal, the greater the number of 
potential destinations across Europe 
that can be reached from Lehrte. This 
presents everyone involved with 
incredible opportunities for growth,” 
says Krebs.

KOMBIVERKEHR

Kombiverkehr develops, organises and 
markets a Europe-wide network for com-
bined rail-road transport. The company’s 
range of services is targeted toward freight 
forwarders and transport companies. In 
2019, Kombiverkehr shifted 884,168 lorry 
consignments from road to rail.
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“The employees 
of DB Netz AG 

are helping  
our  customers 

 continually 
upgrade and 
improve the 

 MegaHub 
 concept, in part 
to increase the 

appeal of  
rail freight.”

MICHAEL LAMBRECHT
Head of annual timetable, DB Netz AG

3 _ Shifting freight 
transport to  
rail can save up to 
384,000 lorry 
journeys every 
year.

4 _ The MegaHub 
has over 8 km  
of track and  
24 switches.

first required a comprehensive design 
phase. “Over the last few months, we 
created several detailed studies and 
served as consultants so we could meet 
as many customer train path require
ments as possible, while still taking 
capacityrelated aspects into account. 
This enabled us to create the viable 
production scheme we have today,“ 
says Michael Lambrecht, head of the 
annual timetable at DB Netz AG. This 
undertaking entailed several chal
lenges. The scheme plans ahead to the 
destinations and back to the points 
of departure from the MegaHub. Train 
paths to Lehrte run radially. The time 
slots stipulated by customers must be 
maintained, and transports often run 
at rush hour. “This requires everyone 
involved to work together closely. It is 
the only way to make sure that loads 
will be processed at the right level of 
quality. After all, our common goal is 
to put all requested trains onto the 
rails reliably, economically and safely,” 
says Lambrecht.

HELLMANN

Hellmann Worldwide Logistics was 
founded in 1871 and is one of the world’s 
largest international logistics companies. 
In 2019, the group had 10,743 employees 
and generated some EUR 2.4 billion in 
revenue. Hellman’s portfolio of services 
covers classic forwarding via lorry, rail, 
air and ocean freight, and the company 
intends to expand its combined transport 
service in future.

Shareholder in action:  
DB Netz AG

One of the MegaHub’s major share
holders is DB Netz AG. The company 
holds an 83% stake in the terminal 
through its subsidiary DUSS. At 
the same time, DB Netz ensures 
 customerfriendly implementation of 
train path orders, which are placed 
by DB Cargo to ensure delivery to the 
MegaHub in Lehrte. Achieving this 
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“In future, we 
plan to use the 

MegaHub in 
Lehrte to 

 combine new 
routes and offer 
new destinations 
to our customers.”

DIRK BAERBOCK
Head of multimodal solutions Europe,  

Hellmann Worldwide Logistics

“The employees 
of DB Cargo are 
proud to be the 
first to connect 

the new terminal 
in Lehrte to 

the network with  
our customer 
 Hellmann and 
we’re pleased 
to get off to 

a good start.”
PATRICK EHNERT

Account manager central, DB Cargo 

Patrick Ehnert,
Account manager central, DB Cargo

patrick.ehnert@deutschebahn.com

Lars Herrig,
Head of key account management for 

Kombiverkehr, DB Cargo
lars.herrig@deutschebahn.com

André Böttcher,
Intermodal terminal management and  

regional planning, DB Cargo
andre.boettcher@deutschebahn.com

Petr Kühn,
Logistics and intermodal sales planning, DB Cargo 

petr.kuehn@deutschebahn.com

First customer:  
Hellmann Worldwide 

Hellmann Worldwide Logistics was 
the MegaHub’s first customer. Since 
midJune, the company has been using 
the yard as a standard terminal for 
roadrail transhipment, albeit not yet 
for fast transhipment. Hellmann runs 
trains through Lehrte between its base 
in the western city of Osnabrück and 
the Bavarian cities of Landshut and 
Regensburg on weekdays. For 
 Hellmann, the greatest advantage of 
the fast transhipment terminal is its 
location. “The MegaHub is just a few 
hundred metres from our branch office 
in Lehrte. Previously, our consign
ments had to travel all the way to the 
terminal at Hanover Linde, a 45minute 
trip. This shorter journey has helped 
us to save around 40 lorry runs per day 
in the Hanover metropolitan area, as 
well as significantly reducing CO2 
emissions. We also gain time, around 
80 minutes per consignment, which is 
a huge operational advantage for us,” 
says Dirk Baerbock, head of multi
modal solutions Europe at Hellmann 
Worldwide Logistics. •
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FACTS & FIGURES:  
THE MEGAHUB AT A GLANCE
The terminal in Lehrte is slated to handle up 
to 269,000 load units every year, the equivalent  
of 20 large container ships.

6 train-length 
 transhipment sidings,

each 700 m in length

12 driverless  
transport vehicles,

known as automatic  
guided vehicles (AGVs)

3 lanes 

for driverless  
transport vehicles

30 load units per hour 

Transhipment output of 
each crane

Currently 3 gantry 
cranes are operational, 

with a total of  
6 planned

3 hours 

Length of each rail-rail  
transhipment in the 
terminal

269,000 units

Annual transhipment 
output

COASTING ENTRY

Overhead lines cannot be installed 
over the track section beneath a 
gantry crane, so diesel locomotives 
used to shunt freight trains on the 
loading track. At the MegaHub in 
Lehrte, coasting is a technique used 
to eliminate the need for this pro-
cess. With coasting, locomotive 
drivers use the momentum of their 
block train to drive the electrical 
locomotive along the loading track 
to the next live section of track at 
the other end of the transhipment 
siding, and thus to the exit posi-
tion. This technique requires abso-
lute precision. The driver must 
bring the train to a standstill down 
to the metre.
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Rail freight  
can only grow 
with less  
wagon noise

1 _ Noise barriers 
are another way  

to reduce noise 
pollution.

2 _ Heinrich 
 Essling explains  

the problem as  
well as the solution.R ail freight transport is the 

greenest transport option 
available, but it must 
become quieter to garner 
full acceptance among the 

populace at large. Only then can rail 
freight transport grow and realise its 
maximum potential in helping to meet 
environmental policy targets. The 
issue of noise pollution is relevant 
across Europe, but the challenges 
posed by rail freight vary widely from 
country to country. Not only do a large 
number of Europe’s rail freight services 
run within and through Germany and 
Switzerland, but they are also concen
trated in just a few specific corridors. As 
a result, noise levels are a sensitive issue 
in these two countries. Switzerland 
banned loud freight wagons at the start 
of 2020, while a corresponding ban in 
Germany will come into effect at the 
end of this year. Elsewhere in Europe, 
similar regulations will prohibit the 
use of loud wagons starting at the end 
of 2024.

It was clear that this change would 
pose considerable challenges, and 
Deutsche Bahn and DB Cargo moved 
early to address them systematically. 

As an ecopioneer, Deutsche Bahn’s 
target has been to cut rail traffic noise 
in half by 2020, compared to figures 
from 2000. To achieve this target, the 
company must implement projects 
focussed on rail vehicles and network 
infrastructure. 

With the support of the German 
government, Deutsche Bahn has 
already completed a host of infra
structurerelated plans, such as c 
onstructing noise barriers. Other 
wideranging measures are currently 
being put into place. 

Smooth wheels on smooth rails

While noisereducing upgrades to our 
infrastructure are one part of the 
 equation, we are need to reduce freight 
wagon noise. This will have an effect 

on every place the wagon passes on its 
way. Heinrich Essling is in charge of 
steering and processes at DB Cargo and 
also handles freight wagons upgrades 
and noise reduction. “Freight wagons 
produce most of their nose as they roll, 
which is primarily their castiron brake 
blocks,” says Essling. This metalon
metal braking system causes micro
scopic ridges to build up on wheel 
 surfaces over time, and these rough 
surfaces cause freight wagons to 
 produce so much noise as they move.

The solution is to have smooth 
wheels running on smooth rails. Com
posite brake blocks are now standard 
as they prevent wheel surfaces from 
becoming rough. These upgrades 
dampen the sound of passing trains by 
10 decibels, which we perceive as a 50% 
reduction in noise levels.

In a collaborative economy with a tightly 
woven network at the European and 
global levels, transport services are 
essential for us to thrive.
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blocks have higher operating costs, for 
example due to their shorter inspec
tion intervals and higher replacement 
costs. Be that as it may, upgrading our 
European fleets (some 400,000 freight 
wagons in total) to LL blocks is an eco
nomically viable option against the 
backdrop of intermodal competition. 
That’s because the upgrades result in 
appreciably less noise and a higher rate 
of acceptance in society. 

A monumental task

DB Cargo has almost completed the 
work of retrofitting its freight wagons. 
As at summer 2020, around 98% of the 
company’s trains operating in Germany 
were lownoise, and the entire project 
will be completed by mid December of 
this year. 

For over 10 years now, new freight 
wagons have been fitted with Ktype 
composite brake blocks, which consist 
of metal fibres, rubber and resin com
pounds in addition to other materials. 
Our fleet’s older wagons continue to 
present a real challenge. Retrofitting 
older wagons with K blocks requires 
the brake system to be upgraded and 
reapproved at great expense. That’s why 
a specially developed LL brake block 
has been in use since it was approved by 
regulators in 2013. LL stands for “low 
noise, low friction”. With few exceptions, 
cast iron blocks can simply be replaced 
with these LL equivalents without hav
ing to rebuild the brake system. 

The cost of LL block conversion is 
roughly EUR 1,700 for each fouraxle 
vehicle, around a third of the cost of K 
brake blocks. However, the composite 

“Freight wagons 
produce most of 

their nose as they 
roll, which is  

primarily caused 
by their cast-iron 

brake blocks.”
HEINRICH ESSLING

Head of Steering & Processes, DB Cargo
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However, DB Cargo owns only 
about a third of the 180,000 freight 
wagons currently in service on Germa
ny’s rail network. The remaining 
 vehicles are privately owned by German 
and international wagon keepers or by 
foreign rail companies, and they still 
have to be retrofitted or replaced by 
new wagons. Progress is being made on 
this front as well, but the full acoustic 
benefits of lownoise brake blocks will 
not be felt until the end of 2020.

That’s because, even if a train only 
has a few loud wagons, they will have 
a disproportionate impact in terms of 
overall noise. The German Railway 
Noise Mitigation Act (Schienenlärm
schutzgesetz, “SchlärmschG”) will 
come into force at the end of 2020, and 
loud freight wagons will then be banned. 
Rail freight transport operates at the 
European level, and almost every train 
dispatched by rail companies contains 

wagons which are not just from different 
countries but which also belong to 
different wagon keepers. Companies 
want their consignments to traverse 
the continent without major holdups 
at borders. 

According to Essling, “Alongside 
the task of retrofitting wagons, we 
have to focus on communications and 
 processes so we can ensure that all 
 erman and European market partici
pants are aware that they can only use 
lownoise wagons on transports within, 
to, from and through Germany.” In 
other words, companies need to use 
new wagons, refitted wagons, leased 
lownoise wagons or reloaded lownoise 
wagons for routes which include 
 Germany. These vehicles can be pooled, 
if necessary. Only by complying with 
these requirements can a smooth train 
operation be ensured and the loss of 
transported goods and revenue for rail 
freight be avoided. 

DB Cargo is hard at work in many 
areas to address these issues. We have 
invested a lot of time and effort in  
communicating with customers, service 
providers and other rail operators so 
they know to avoid using loud wagons 
in services within, from, to and 
through Germany. Some data exchange 
systems have been upgraded, while 
others are still undergoing upgrades, 
putting us in a position to quickly iden
tify if trains containing loud wagons are 

Heinrich Essling,  
Head of steering & processes, DB Cargo
heinrich.essling@deutschebahn.com

approaching a border. If this is the 
case, we can respond by removing the 
wagons in question.

Switzerland banned loud freight 
wagons at the start of 2020. Following 
a transition period, DB Cargo stopped 
transporting these types of wagons 
within and through Switzerland in 
the middle of this year. We are using the 
second half of 2020 to prepare market 
participants and our own organisation 
for Germany’s corresponding ban, and 
we are working on identifying and 
rectifying any remaining processre
lated problems in our wagonhandling 
activities.

Taken together, the work of retro
fitting wagons, increased operating 
costs and the need to address Swiss, 
German and European regulations 
relating to loud wagons have all 
required a tremendous effort on the 
part of the companies that compete – 
particularly with road hauliers – in the 
tough intermodal market. However, 
all  the work is worth it, because it 
 garners the public’s acceptance of rail 
freight transport, which in turn 
makes it possible for ecofriendly rail 
services to grow. •

3 _ If a wagon is 
upgraded with 
LL blocks, there is 
usually no need to 
perform extensive 
work on its brake 
system.

WHISPER BRAKES
When freight wagons are upgraded with 
composite brake blocks, the rolling noise 
they produce drops by 10 dB(A).

Because sound pressure is measured 
on a logarithmic scale, this 10 db(A)  
reduction is equivalent to 50% less 
noise as perceived by the human ear.

3
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T
he steel sector is one of 
DB Cargo’s most important 
markets. Three locations 
were tasked with the 
 monumental project of 

upgrading 1,200 freight wagons and 
fitting them with intelligent telematics 
equipment. These sensors monitor 
each wagon’s status, recording 
impacts, overloading, temperature, 
air humidity and location. After five 
years of work, the last upgraded 
 Shimmns wagon left the DB Fahrzeu
ginstandhaltung GmbH (FZI) 
 maintenance depot in Wittenberge 
with the new class number 708.4. 
“By the time we delivered the last 
wagon, we had amply demonstrated 
that FZI can easily manage the highs 
and lows of a major project like the 
Shimmns upgrades,” says Diana 
 Riessland, head of FZI’s Wittenberge 
depot. “Our success can be attributed 
to many factors, particularly the 

A successful  
transformation

_ A fleecy layer of 
anti-condensation 
material on the 
 underside of the tarps 
keeps drops of moisture 
from forming and 
prevents water damage.

 tireless commitment of everyone who 
worked on this project.” FZI’s locations 
in Eberswalde and Paderborn were 
also involved in the project.

Stricter requirements

Jan Bellmann is a resource manager for 
wagon demand planning at DB Cargo. 
According to Bellmann, “Once coil 
transport wagons have been upgraded, 
their moisturesensitive loads will be 
better protected from dampness and 
physical damage. The redesign also 
makes the wagons easier and safer to 
handle.” The changes were an integral 
part of the company’s continuous 
 process used to modernise the coil 
wagons. The wagons’ tarpaulins can be 
drawn almost completely to one side, 
so there is now more space for loading 
and unloading bulky steel coils. This 
contrasts with the old steel hoods, 
which afforded access only to twothirds 

Jan Bellmann,
Resource manager  

for wagon demand planning at DB Cargo
jan-christian.bellmann@deutschebahn.com

of each wagon at most. Additionally, 
the wagons’ handling has improved 
even more thanks to new ball bearings 
and lighter material used for their 
 tarpaulins. Noisereducing brake 
pads were also added as part of the 
wagon upgrades. •

In a transition from steel hoods to tarpaulins, DB Cargo 
has reconfigured 1,200 Shimmns freight wagons over 
the past five years. The wagons are now ready to transport 
moisture- sensitive steel coils to their destinations.
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“I always compare  
changing axles to a 

 Formula 1 pitstop. It only 
takes us two hours 

to change the gauge on 
a 700 m full-length train 

with 44 wagons.”

… the team at the gauge 
changeover installation 
in Cerbère?  

When transporting freight between 
Spain and the rest of Europe by rail, 
operators encounter the same issue 
every day: a difference of 233 mm in 
track gauge. Yan Donval and his 
 colleagues work to make sure trains 
get to their destinations on time.

E
very year, some 1,300 freight 
trains transporting 40,000 
wagons cross the Fran
coSpanish border in both 
directions. For us, this 

means changing 80,000 wheelsets. 
However, converting trains from the 
wide gauge used on the Iberian 
 peninsula to the standard gauge used 

elsewhere in Europe can be done 
 relatively quickly thanks to modern 
technology. To change out wheelsets, 
a wagon is rolled into the conversion 
installation, its axle locks are opened 
and hydraulic winches lift the wagon so 
the axles can be swapped. Then the 
new axles are installed and the brakes 
are adjusted to finish out the job. 
The entire process takes about three 
 minutes for a single wagon and six 
minutes for a double wagon. 

While it's true that gauge conversion 
work follows a set routine, it is still a 
highly complex process. After all, the 
teams have to deal with extremely 
heavy axles. The process calls for a 
high degree of attention, concentration 
and precision – it would be disastrous 
if an axle were to crush someone's 
hand or foot.

A total of 60 people are engaged in 
work at the tracks, while another 20 
employees form the team at the gauge 
changeover installation. Some of 
these employees are responsible for 
equipment maintenance, while the 
others are involved in train logistics 
and making sure the proper axles are 
available. These duties are crucial to 
keep everything running smoothly. If 
one part of the process hits a snag, this 
has consequences for everyone else. •

Yan Donval, 
Head of the Cerbère gauge changeover  

installation, Transfesa Logistics S.A.
yan.donval@transfesa.com 
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We can tackle the climate crisis only by rethinking the status quo and by acting 
to gether. That’s exactly what’s happening right now. Consumers are rethinking things – 
becoming environmentally minded and sustainable and creating demand in the process. 
Small shifts will lead to bigger and bigger changes, ultimately culminating in consumers 
ensuring that not only the products they buy are eco-friendly and sustainable, but also 
the transport used to deliver them. At this point, DB Cargo will be poised to play a role 
in everyone’s lives, as zero-carbon supply chains are possible only with strong rail. The 
entire DB Group is working towards this goal – with renewable power, an expansion of 
the entire network and new locomotives. 

We ask what we can do for our customers so they can act in the interests 
of their own customers. We’ll show you where sustainability is already 
playing a major role as our customers plan their supply chains to be 
carbon free, shift transport to rail and communicate these issues to 
their end consumers.

DB Cargo helps provide zero-carbon supply chains.

// Looking ahead

FOR THE CLIMATE

_ One person 
rethinkings their 
actions can have 
an effect on 
 everyone else.

SUBSCRIBE TO RAILWAYS TODAY
L-Cargo-Railways@deutschebahn.com
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Schiene und Wirtschaft bilden von jeher  
eine Symbiose: Eine starke Schiene ist dabei  

das Rückgrat einer Wirtschaft, die auf  
Verlässlichkeit angewiesen ist. 
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